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By GLORIA DONAHUE
Complaints about the admissions
procedures of the associates degree

Student raps
CD nursing
admissions

VOL. 17, NO. 8

nursing program were addressed to the
Board of Trustees by a CD student at
Monday evening’s meeting.
Michelle Adaska of Naperville told
the board that in addition to
“unfairness” in the admissions policy,
the college has an “inadequate” nursing
program and a “lax administrative
department.”
Reading a four-page letter addressed
to the board, Adaska explained that
after applying for entrance into the
nursing program for the fall 1984
quarter, she received a letter from
Brenda Barbour, chairperson of the
ADN admissions committee, informing
Adaska that she had been placed on a
waiting list for admissions for 1984
because of a lack of space, and that her
number was 43.
ADASKA WAS ADVISED that she
could either remain on the 1984 waiting
list with the understanding that should
space be unavailable for 1984, she
would be accepted in 1985 if an opening
existed. However, if she would apply

*

for admission in 1985, she would be
conditionally admitted.
“I have been asked to choose
between a guaranteed admission in
1985 or remain on the 1984 waiting list
with the stipulation that if space is not
available in 1984, there is a good
possibility I will not get into the 1985
program,” Adaska said. “This doesn’t
seem fair.”
Adaska told the board that both
Dean Michael Ward and Associate
Dean Betsy Cabatit-Segal of the health
and public services department recom¬
mended that Adaska sign up for 1985.
Ward told Adaska that the 1984
waiting list was “a gamble.”
“I don’t believe an education in a
professional career such as nursing
should be based on a gamble, Adaska
said. “How fair is it for someone below
me on the waiting list to gamble, win and
be admitted before me?
“IT IS A shame that the nursing
program has failed miserably in keeping
up with the demand for admissions,”
she said.
More than 400 individuals have
applied for admission into the ADN
program which can only accommodate
110. The problem is not only classroom

_

size at CD, but clinicals at hospitals
which can only accommodate a limited
number of students, according to Ted
Tilton, provost of CD’s main campus.
Adaska blasted the nursing pro¬
grams’ administrative department, ac¬
cusing them of being “very lax” in
processing documents relating to
admissions. This, said Adaska, caused
considerable delay in her meeting the
admissions requirements and lowered
her number on the 1984 waiting list.
ADASKA PROPOSED A standard
waiting list, a tuition subsidy to other
local community colleges offering a
nursing program, and expansion of the
nursing program to cope with the
demand.
President Hal McAmnch responded
to Adaska’s complaints by saying
that some inequities appeared to exist
in the admissions procedures.
Tilton told the board that the
admissions committee has been fair and
that Adaska’s complaint was the only
one expressed.
Board members agreed to allow the
committee time to review it’s proce¬
dures in light of Adaska’s charges. The
committee will report its findings to the
board Jan. 11.
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New cafeteria ‘open for business’
By SHERYL McCABE_
CD’s new cafeteria on the first level of the SRC is now fully functional, according
to Ernie Gibson, director of auxiliary enterprises.
The facility, which opened Nov. 1, began its move to the SRC in October as
construction was being completed. The main campus cafeteria, formerly in
Building A, was closed at the end of the 1982-83 school year in anticipation of the
new cafeteria, and the campus center facility in Building K was closed at the time
of the move.
.
.
. , . .,
A larger variety of food and better organization are inajor improvements but the
most significant benefit is the location, Gibson pointed out.
“WE ARE NOW in the ‘marketplace’ where the students are at,” he noted.
Katie Margetts, assistant manager, said, “There is more space for students,
unlike the Building A cafeteria where they sometimes had to sit on steps to eat.”
“This is a place for students to meet and study as well as eat,” added Gibson.
"I’ll do anything I can to get students to utilize our services.”
The food service area is divided into seven parts — fast foods, desserts,
beverages, salads, and a special section which provides candies, dried and fresh
fruits, granola mixes, soft ice cream and various other snack items.
Free-standing forms and raised platforms are intended to break up the large
space in the eating area which has a 650-seat capacity.
“It’s a thousand times better,” commented one student.
The decor was designed by Chet Witek, faculty and students who worked closely
with the interior design department at the college. Students did most of the
painting in the cafeteria as well as the rest of the SRC.
,
A FACULTY DINING room set off from the main eating area will also be used
to cater special functions by the faculty, staff and student organizations.
'Additional services of the cafeteria include food therapy - specially prepared
meals for people with restricted diets because of health-related problems. Students
may receive this service at no additional cost, by contacting CD’s health services.
Finishing touches on the cafeteria are still being made, according to Gibsom
Custom-made tables and chairs for the dining area have not yet arrived, so rented
equipment is being used and the building’s contractors are continuing to make

students to eat as well as meet and study.

final adjustments.
,
■
, , .
NO MAJOR CHANGES are expected in the near future but some food items
may eventually be repriced, stated Gibson.
The cafeteria is open from 6:30 a.m. to 8 p.m. on Mondays through Thursdays
and 6:30 a.m. to 2 p.m. on Fridays.
.
,
.
.
„
“I tbink we have the finest facility you will see anywhere m the country,

FOOD SERVICE AREA offers fast foods, desserts, beverages, and salads,
together with various snack items.

Gibson said. “We’ve come a long way.”
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—-What's happening
T-shirt sale

Polish people also will be examined.

Wilcox

CD’s Alumni Association is selling

Instructor Christine Wolosewicz was

“Alumni Association 10K Road Run”

bom in East Poland and has a master’s

T-shirts with the Chaparral imprinted

degree in Polish and Russian language

on the front, for $5. Sizes are available

and literature from the University of
Chicago.

in medium, large and extra-large.
Also

available

is

the

Glen

Ellyn

Game, a form of “Monopoly” with local

Further information is available at
963-8090.

properties, for $9.95.
Profits will be used to benefit the
alumni scholarship fund.
Purchases may

be made in

the

courses

—

History

plan

forums

on

new

Harpist to perform

Residents — including students —
from 16 west suburban communities
organizations.

Harpist Edward Druzinsky will join
the New Classic Singers in a concert
Saturday, Dec.

of music for the Christmas season.

comprise the membership of the two

10, at 8 p.m. in the

Performing Arts Center of Building M.

Military, Illinois history
Two

will

programs and developments in commu¬
nications.

Accompanists for the program are
William Shepard and Barbara Geis.

Science club meets

The New Classic Singers, directed by

John Carlon, curator at the Funk

198B,

Lee Kesselman, will perform “Ceremo¬

Mineral Museum of Illinois State

Military History of the United States;

ny of Carols” by Benjamin Britten in

University,

Alumni office, SRC2059.

and History 271, Illinois History — will

which

as

mineral specimens at a meeting of the

'Nutcracker' tickets

be offered by CD in Downers Grove

soloist.
Druzinsky, a member of the Chicago

Earth Science Club of Northern Illinois
tonight at 7:30 in the SRC.

North High School beginning Tuesday,

Balcony tickets for “The Nutcracker”
at

7 p.m.

Symphony Orchestra since 1957, has

Saturday, Dec. 17 and 2 p.m. Sunday,

institutions, organization and strategy

for his performance of Ravel’s “Intro¬

Dec. 18, are available at the CD box

from the colonial era through the Viet

duction and Allegro.”

office.

Nam War.
Sunday

2

Jan. 3.

been nominated for a Grammy Award

and

16;

perform

History 198B will focus on military

Saturday

Dec.

will

p.m.

The

Friday,

Druzinsky

perfor¬

mances are sold out at the Arie Crown
box

office

in

Chicago

where

the

production is being staged.
Tickets for this

classic,

sponsored by Chicago Tribune Chari¬
ties, cost $7.50 each.

exhibit

and

discuss

Theater tickets
Tickets for the March 3 performance
of the musical “Woman of the Year”

The program will also include Ave

starring Lauren Bacall and Harry

Michael King will teach the course.

Maria settings by Victoria, Verdi,

Guardino in the Arie Crown Theater,

History 271 will cover the political,

Gaburo and Rachmaninoff, works by

Chicago, may be purchased from the

Schuetz and Christmas carols.

CD box office.

Joint concert

seating only, and go on sale Jan. 4.

economic, social and cultural history of
Illinois

Christmas

will

from its

inception

to

the

opening of the American Civil War.
Carolyn

Eastwood

will

be

the

Tickets are $20 each for front balcony

The Chamber Singers and Concert

Christmas party

instructor.

Choir, two of the four choral ensembles

ext. 2241.

Wilcox on board

at CD, will present a joint concert at 4
p.m. Sunday, Dec. 11, in the performing

Second Language students and their

Conversational Polish

Arts Center of Building M.

guests will be held by CD’s Learning

community relations at CD has been

More information may be obtained at

Conversational

Polish

I

will

Barbara

Wilcox,

coordinator

of

The

Chamber

Singers,

under

Lee

meet

appointed to a three-year term on the

-Kesselman’s direction, will perform a

Monday evenings in Lyons Township

Illinois College Relations Council board.

group of madrigals and sacred motets.

The council is comprised of public

The Concert Choir, directed by Harold
Bauer, will perform Mendelssohn’s
oratio choruses.

South High School beginning Jan. 9.
The course will focus on using Polish
to order a meal, handle money

and

receive directions. The daily life of the

information officers, alumni,

develop¬

ment and publications professionals at
Illinois colleges and universities.

Both choirs also will sing a selection

A Christmas party for English as a

Lab from 7 to 10 p.m. Friday, Dec. 16,
in SRC 1024.
Members of the class will bring food
native

to

their

home

countries.

Entertainment will be provided by the
students and Christmas carols will be
sung.

student activities program board
A
MIDSUMMER
NIGHT’S
SEXCOMEDY
1E||ON

A Midsummer Night’s Sex Comedy
Starring Woody Allen
in search of true love.
Dec. 13and 14, 12:30p.m.and 7:30p.m.
in Building A, Room 1000

Happy Holidays from all of us in Student Aetiidties....

Sun you uo*f your hr mors intoriuiumout Plus,

'0

•

•

•

Spend Spring Break '84' in Daytona Beach, Florida, March 16-25 for only $205.00
(based on 4 people to a room). Sign-up begins on Tues., January 10, 1984
in The SRC Game Room (Rm. 1020)._

Tilton's life a true success story
AFTER

FIVE

YEARS

in

this

are

throughout his early years while his

significant. Here Tilton’s emphasis on

father eaked out a living for the family

relatively secure and pleasant environ¬

relationships and the dignity of people
becomes important.
“IVE BEEN HUMILIATED enough

— a wife and three boys.
“HE WAS A peddler, for want of a

with their mother, who had divorced

better word,” Tilton explained. “I don’t

their father, remarried and moved to

city street with a group of friends, a

times in my life,”

Tennessee. After just a year (“It was

panhandler will head straight for him.

hasn’t always been my fault, but its

think he ever had a real job.”
His early memories are a blur, and

been oppressive.”
Memories of those experiences make

mostly negative.
Tilton will never know the specific

left home and joined the Navy before

he wondered, bewildered. “Someday, I

deans
By GINNI FRESHOUR
Ted Tilton is such an obviously nice
guy that when he’s

walking down a

“How in the world do they know I’m
the one who will give them a handout?’

and

deans.

Then

he

they

asserted.

“It

ment, the Tilton boys were reunited

all I could take,” he remarked), Tilton
completing his high school education.

him strive to maintain a person’s sense

events

for

After his four years of military

should ask one of them, ‘Hey, how’d

of worth, and not degrade anyone, even

changing the course of his life when he

service, which included a tour of duty in

you know you were going to get a break

in hard situations.
These concerns may well weigh on his

was 11 and living with his family in

the Korean War, he was discharged in

Chicago’s west side slums.
“I guess someone called the police or

California. The Navy offered him an

something,” he offered, “but we were

wanted

service, he could do so without any loss
of pay.
With no place to go and no high

from me?”’
Tilton, provost of College

of

mind, even when he is away from his

Du-

or

people

responsible

personality, ready smile and positive

office.
In addition

matters,

made wards of the state.” He and his

perspective on life that

immediately

Tilton’s job as chief executive of CD’s

brothers were placed in Lawrence Hall,

puts

is

main campus (he answers directly to

an

interested in people, a quality that may

Harold McAninch, college president) is

be transparent to that bum on the

primarily to make sure that those under

operates in the city.
SUCH A TURN of events in a young

street.
“IN EVERY DECISION or relation¬

him

Page’s

main

one

campus,

at

ease.

has

He

a

warm

sincerely

are

able

to

to

personnel

do

their

jobs

as

option: if after 60 days he decided he

Episcopal home for boys which still

to

return

for

further

naval

school diploma, the future loomed

person’s life would not be considered a
usual route for building a productive,

uncertain, so Tilton kept the offer open.
However, Compton (Calif.) Communi¬

useful adulthood. But for Tilton, the

ty College accepted him, and he was
introduced to the community college

ship,” he said, “I work hard to preserve

effectively as possible.
“I’m kind of a troubleshooter,” he

the dignity of people.”
Again and again, Tilton emphasized

said.
In a given week he takes time to walk

experience was positive.
“It was better than hearing Mom and

concept. Because his training in the
Navy had been with highly technical

the importance of relationships over

through the halls between classes and

equipment,

Tilton

decided

on

an

talk to instructors on an informal basis

Dad fight all the time,” he said. “Some
of my schoolmates ended up in the

and

to see if they seem satisfied, or if they

pen,” he admitted. But most, including

unusual in today’s success-oriented
society because he has accomplished

have needs he can take care of.
HE ALSO EXPLAINED that it is

most of his own goals.
“I’m 10 steps beyond where I ever

his job to clear the way
so that
instructors, deans and associate deans

selves.
“The counselors did a good job,” he
acknowledged. “They took an interest

thought I’d be,” he said. “I had some
excellent mentors who encouraged me.”

can concentrate on their own jobs. One

in us and made us feel like we were

Compton,

way he does this is in

major in math. He earned his bachelor s

Not to be misunderstood, he quickly

teaching

somebody.”
The officials of the home enrolled

added, “I’m not ready to take it easy.

proved over a year in advance. If an
innovation in equipment is made

their charges in public schools where

at Long Beach and went on to graduate

available on the market, and is
requested by a department head after

interact with children from more normal

achievements, possessions or status.
Yet he is

a

successful

man,

I’ll still work 10 to 12 hours every day.
I just don’t feel I have to accomplish
anything.

Relationships

important to me.”
As he talked, his

are

more

materials.

the area of

Budgets

are

ap¬

hands

aim is to find the resources to purchase

provost,

that equipment.
And Tilton becomes the advocate in

moving

Tilton would teach.
“No question about it,

for

them¬

It was also at this

time that he

married his wife, Jackie. They had met
through friends when he was still in the
service.
By the time he was graduated from
Tilton had

switched

to

a

degree from the University of California

the students had the opportunity to

Please turn to page 7

situations.

situations where legal issues may arise,
the former

or where more experience or expertise is

math instructor declared. “There’s

required than a particular instructor or

something about teaching.”
He always enjoyed the interaction

dean may possess.
Also included in his job are planning

with students and the chance to be an

meetings.
“I LIKE DISCUSSIONS about the

influence in their lives.
“In administration, it’s difficult to
blank out the work,” he explained. “It’s
always on my mind. The issues crop up
when I’m doing other things.”
IN FACT, IF he would like to change
anything about himself, it would be his
inability to divorce himself from the
problems of his job for an hour or two
concentrate

made decent lives

the budget has been approved, Tilton’s

emphasized his enthusiasm.
IF HE COULD not be

and

Tilton,

engineering major.

100

percent

on

something else. But his administrative
duties always seem to be with him.
Perhaps this is because one of his
responsibilities as provost includes
what he calls “people issues.
“X don’t like to call them problems,”
he insisted.
By the time these situations reach
him, they have passed several levels,
including department heads, associate

future,” he said.
But again, people and relationships
are the most important aspect of his
position.
One might assume that the love for
work and people that characterizes this
kind man with curly gray hair is a
result of a favored upbringing — a
healthy balance between approval and
discipline; constant attention by dedi¬
cated parents to the nurturing of
self-respect and concern for others.
Not so. Tilton’s childhood was less
than ideal. In fact, he spent five of his
growing up years in a boys’ home, after
the state of Illinois declared his parents
unfit to raise him and his two brothers.
Tilton was bom in New York, and

TED TILTON, PROVOST of CD's main campus, deals with "people issues, ”
where emphasis is on relationships and dignity of people. (Photo by Devin
Powell,)

traveled from one large city to another

What's happening
one

Real estate seminar
A

real

estate

review

seminar

for

salesmen and brokers will be offered by
CD’s Business and Professional Insti¬
tute Friday, Dec. 16, in K131.
The seminar is designed to prepare
registrants for the real estate salesman
licensing examination administered by
the Illinois Department of Registration
and Education. Participants must have
completed a basic real estate transac¬
tions course.
Salesmen will attend from 8:30 a.m.
until 3:15 p.m. at a cost of $35. Brokers
will meet from 8:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. at
a cost of $45. A $5 fee also will be

field,

is

designed

for

returning

work may be completed in Glen Ellyn.
Further information is available at

charged for materials.
Additional information is available at

adults who need the flexibility of a
part-time evening and Saturday sche¬

815-753-1458.

858-2800, ext. 2180.

dule. The program is open-ended for
those who find themselves unable to

Motorcycle safety

Degree for adults

attend

every

semester.

Courses

are

Adults may earn a degree through

taken in the humanities, social studies,

the bachelor of general studies program

and sciences.
The BGS builds on most educational

offered by Northern Illinois University.
Information about the program is
available from an NIU adviser every

backgrounds.

Students

who

have

earned a baccalaureate-oriented associ¬

Tuesday evening from 4:30 until 7:30 in

ate’s degree from a community college

A2012.

or have at least 60 semester hours of
college-level course work are eligible to

The BGS program, which allows
students to finish their education
through a selection of liberal arts
courses rather than a formal jnajor in

apply for admission to the program.
While the degree is granted by
Northern Illinois University, all course

Some 934 students have completed
their motorcycle rider course offered
annually since
1976 by CD in
cooperation with Northern Illinois
University.

This

year,

252

students

finished the program.
The course, which instructs novice
motorcyclists

in

the proper

care,

handling and safety of a motorcycle, is
offered from each year between April
and

September,

and

scheduled next spring.

will

again

be

Prine, Goodman bri— 1-1_ ■
-By JULIE BRIDGE

thf.
a tyt iwpp nr
:
THE he
HEADLINER
OF the evening

John Prine and Steve Goodman, two
graduates

of Chicago’s

Old Town

was

Prine,

best

known

for

his

“Paradise,” a country song that decries

School of Folk Music, performed at the

strip

Community Recreation Center Dec. 2.

Maywood, has a very loyal following in

Prine and

Goodman

a

native

of

crowd

the Chicago area. His trademark is a
raspy voice, and the lyrics he writes

the

a

mixture

the

Prine,

laughing, swaying and singing along to
music,

had

mining.

and

reflect his true talent. Unfortunately,

country styles presented by two of the

of

folk

Prine’s voice does not win any prizes

finest musicians in the Chicago area.

for articulation. Unless one is familiar

The evening began with a short film
hosted by comedian Martin Mull who,
along with a host of other celebrities,
including

Steve

Buffet, gave
Goodman.

Martin

and

humorous

GOODMAN WAS NOT

Jimmy

kudos

to

with the songs before hearing him in
concert, most of the wit is lost.
Prine’s best songs are his ballads.
The characters that inhabit these songs
are usually

good people in

situations.

For example,

hopeless
in

“Sam

upstaged by

Stone’ ’ a veteran returns from war with

his introduction. He has a terrific stage

a Purple Heart and a dependence on

presence, and it is surprising that he

morphine. Prine’s songs are touching
and often amusing.

has not enjoyed a wider success. His
appeal is based on comfortable banter
with the audience,

witty

lyrics,

an

PRINE DOES NOT

possess Good¬

man’s stage presence, however. He does

enjoyable singing voice, and a satirical

not converse with the audience; he just

attitude toward performers in general.

plays the -guitar and sings. For Prine

Goodman introduced each one of his

followers, the evening was great. For

songs with a short story about how

those unfamiliar wittf his

and why the song was written.

The

evening was less impressive. Prine does

more

not exude charisma, and the best way

introductions

made

the

songs

style,

the

interesting and familiar. Not everyone

to appreciate his music is to listen to

at the concert knew about Goodman

his records.

before he performed, but long lines of

At the end of Prine’s performance,

people were buying his records at the

Goodman

intermission.

appeared on stage together.

returned

and

the

two
Prine

Goodman’s talents were put to the

seemed to relax more with Goodman

test when he broke a guitar string in

clowning alongside him, and their

the middle of a song, yet continued to

voices complemented each other nicely.

sing the song to its completion, as well
as

add

an

improvised

lyric

More than 1,700 people were at the

while

concert, and fortunately the acoustics

Audience

in the gymnasium were much improved

members helped him out by clapping

since the Marshall Crenshaw concert

changing the guitar string.

their hands to keep the tempo, and

earlier this year. The seating was

Goodman

adequate,

was

rewarded

with

standing ovation for his efforts.

a

and in general

everything

was well organized.

JOHN PRINE, IN raspy voice, sings ballads that reflect good people in
hopeless situations. Prine and Steve Goodman performed before more than
1,700people at CD Dec. 2. Photo by Brian O’Mahoney.

HOLIDAY HIGHLIGHTS
“Treasures from the Shanghai
Museum: 6,000 Years of
Chinese Art”

Field Museum of Natural History
Roosevelt Road at Lake Shore Drive
922-9410. Open daily 9 to 5.
Admission: $2. Free on Thursdays.
Admission to Shanghai exhibit: $2.

STEVE GOODMAN’S on-stage performance. . . a combination of com
fortable banter with the audience, witty lyrics and an enjoyable singing
voice. Photo by Brian O’Mahoney.
“Star of Wonder Sky Show"

Michael A. Cotteleer
Attorney At Law
General practice including
‘.‘Cora! Reef Feeding'

• Real Estate
• Divorce/Family Law
• Wills
• Small Businesses

207 No. Washington
Wheaton
260-0883

Experience the Planetarium's traditional Holiday
favorite. Using Zeiss projector as a time machine, travel
back almost 2,000 years to look at the sky as it must
have appeared to the wisemen, and view comets,
exploding stars, planets and other celestial events
which they might have seen as the Star of Wonder.
The Adler Planetarium
1300 South Lake Shore Drive
322-0300. Call for show times.
Admission: $2.50.

• Traffic/Criminal
• Court Cases

Free % hour consultation

Come visit this magnificent exhibit - greatest of
Chinese art from 5,000 B.C. to post-World War II! 232
original works: porcelains, bronzes, jades, 38 rare
paintings by Chinese masters~.and much more! Only
showing in the Midwest A once-in-a-lifetime opportunity.

Professional Photography
Portraits— Portfolios
Industrial Photos
B/W or color
Studio or outdoors
980-1316
Days, evenings,
or weekends

Watch a diver enter the beautiful 90,000 gallon “Coral
Reef Exhibit," to hand-feed sharks, eels, barracudas
and other reef creatures! And, the diver will talk to you
while he is under water! (daily at 11 a.m. & 2 p.m.)
John G. Shedd Aquarium
1200 South Lake Shore Drive
939-2438. Open daily 10 to 4.
Admission: $2. Free on Thursdays.
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Main campus counseling

Sing-along Dec. 18

Developing potential

By SUE BARKER
A holiday tradition will be revived when a “Messiah” sing-along will be held at CD
for the first time in a number of years.
A large turnout is expected to attend the event in the Performing Arts Center in
Building M Sunday, Dec. 18 at 4 p.m. to perform Handel’s famous holiday work
and, in the process, says CD music instructor Lee Kesseknan, to “feel like it’s
really Christmas.”
KESSELMAN WILL CONDUCT the performance, which will also feature

Testing may help student
determine career choice
testing

music by members of CD’s New Philharmonic Orchestra and solos by four local
By NANCY SVOBODA

professional singers.
Admission to the “participants only” event is $1, and those attending will also
be asked to bring their own musical score of the work. Scores are available for $6 at
the Elmhurst National Bank, sponsor of the performance, or at the door the day of
the performance. Tickets are also available at the bank or at the door.

is

only

one

tool

to

gather

information. The results can identify
clusters of interest and show job titles

Beginning in early childhood, people

to explore, but cannot give specific job

are asked, “What do you want to be

information,

when you grow up?” At the time, some

reveal “the answer.”
Other options may be explored, such

The “Messiah,” written in 1741, is the most well-known of Handel’s oratorios
and is popular with contemporary singers because of its interesting and dramatic

list

all

the

options

or

as researching information in the

passages for large choruses, in particular the famous “Hallelujah” chorus, said

Planning Information Center for Stu¬

Kesselman.
“Even people who don’t sing very much the rest of the year know the work and

views

dents in the LRC, conducting inter¬
for

information,

or

taking

Education 105, Career Development, or

love to sing it at Christmas,” he said.
OTHER PARTS OF the work are written for soloists or for orchestra.

Education 110, Human Resources.

Although the work is traditionally performed mainly at Christmas, it is not

IF TESTING IS considered the best

strictly a Christmas piece but rather, said Kesselman, “deals with the whole

avenue, the counselor will make specific
recommendation of inventories or

Christian Messiah theme.” It is divided into three parts, with Part I covering the
themes associated with Christmas, Part II pertaining to Good Friday, and Part III

surveys for a well-rounded testing

dramatizing Easter themes.
The soloists for the performance will be Elizabeth Gottlieb, Carol LaSage, David

package.
This usually consists of one or two
interest inventories and possibly a

Huff and Robert Knight. All are experienced soloists who perform frequently in the

personality survey.
Interest inventories

Chicago and west suburban area. Gottlieb and LaSage are also members of the
music department faculty and give lessons in voice at CD.
INTEREST EXPRESSED BY a number of community

members

because

was

interest

is

are

the

important

key

to

job

happiness and success. People can do

responsible for the decision to hold the “Messiah’ sing-along, said Kesselman.
Also becoming interested in the project was the Elmhurst National Bank, which

many things, but that doesn’t mean
v*

-A

1 •

'

>

they want to do them. Few employers

Nancy Svoboda

will be paying for the orchestra and soloists.
On campus, Kesselman, who directed a “Messiah” sing-along while teaching at

answer is given such as nurse, teacher,

will hire, advance, or promote a person

another school, has been the individual most responsible for developing the

fireman. As time passes, the question

who is not excited by and devoted to

production.
“I’d be surprised if we don’t have somewhere between 300 and 500 people

her work. Therefore, interest is the key

and response become more and more
in the

chorus, he said.

meaningful.
The average adult makes
career changes in a lifetime.

in any job search.
AFTER THE INVENTORIES are

several
During

taken and scored in the Testing Office,
the counseling office will schedule an

those times of career redirection, the
response to the magic question often is

appointment for the individual to meet

“I don’t know.” While searching for a

with the counselor for a test interpreta¬

career, many people consider testing

tion. When the results are analyzed, a

and use the College of DuPage as a

magical answer may not be apparent.
Often the results reinforce things

resource.
TO UTILIZE THE college’s testing

already known; therefore, this is a time
for exploration.
Because testing is only the begin¬

services, a person must first make an
appointment to meet with a counselor.

ning, not the end point, an in-depth
career search should begin. The

During the scheduled conference, the
counselor will try to assess to what
degree a person is undecided about
career direction, whether there is

counselor can help identify needs,

personal knowledge in relation to
career, and if conflicting career interests

toward information about the career

exist.

Depending

on

the

values and options and guide a person
being considered.
If additional information is needed

counselor’s

judgment, testing may be recommend¬

regarding testing as a tool for career

ed.
Career seekers must realize that

exploration, a counselor is willing to
provide assistance.

Department of corrections
A story on the new arts Building (Courier, Dec. 2) inadvertantly omitted
mention of facilities for the media technology and photography pro¬
grams which the new structure will house. Our humble apologies.
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Freedom is the key to confidence
By D. RANDALL OLSON
With much fanfare and media hype, ABC aired the
nuclear war movie, “The Day After,” on Sunday,
Nov. 20. The purpose of the film was, as its producers
said, to make people more aware of the dangers of
nuclear war, and to encourage greater public
participation in finding a solution to the nuclear threat
which plagues mankind.'
While most critics agreed that “The Day After”
was less than a great movie from a qualitative
standpoint, that an audience of millions watched the
film points definitively to the fact that Americans are
highly concerned about the nuclear turns race, and
about the dangers of nuclear war.
But “The Day After,” like so many other voices
speaking in support of the nuclear freeze concept,
misses completely the fundamental point which must
be addressed if nuclear weapons are ever to be
removed from the face of the earth.
THIS FUNDAMENTAL POINT was illustrated
well by a brief item which appeared in the Saturday,
Dec. 3, issue of The New York Times — a short news
article which discussed a journalism prize that was
recently established in the name of a Russian radio
broadcaster, Vladimir Danchev.
According to the Times, Danchev’s name was being
honored by a French group because he had spoken out

on the air from Moscow against the foreign policies of
the Soviet Union, for which he was dismissed from his
post and later interned in a Soviet psychiatric
hospital.
The article said that Danchev had described the
Soviet military role in Afghanistan as an
“occupation” army, rather than a “liberation” force,
and had warned that the Soviet government was not
seeking arms reductions with the West, but nuclear
domination.
DANCHEV’S PUNISHMENT FOR speaking
openly his opinion of the true nature of Soviet policy
is that he will now be subject to the “rehabilitation”
procedures of the notorious Soviet psychiatric doctors
— psychological torture, mind drugs and extended
solitary confinement.
That Vladimir Danchev’s right to pursue a normal,
fulfilling life was taken from him by the Soviet
authorities points directly to the fundamental
difference which separates the Soviet society from
those of the free world. In short, Vladimir Danchev
was denied his right to freedom — of thought, of
expression, of life.
Until the fundamental rights of the individual are
recognized and safeguarded in the Soviet Union, a
climate is never likely to exist in which the West can

ever enter with any confidence into arms reductions
agreements with the Soviets.
ONE CAN POINT to several reasons for this fact.
First, if the Soviets deny freedom and rights to
their own citizens, how is the West ever to be certain
its free way of life won’t be threatened by the same
Communist tyranny? The democracies of the West
will therefore always maintain, -and rightly so,
arsenals designed to guarantee their security against
any potential tyrannical aggressor. The climate of
confidence for reductions of nuclear weapons in such a
scenario is therefore nonexistent.
Second, a nuclear freeze implies a freeze in the
current status of relations between East and West,
thus forever subjecting the peoples of the East Bloc
states to the intimidation of the Communists, an
entirely unacceptable state of affairs. The West must
never forsake the oppressed Vladimir Danchevs of the
world. Contrary to Communist rhetoric, the real world
revolution is traveling from West to East, for the
simple reason that it is the inalienable right of every
individual to live in freedom. The recent events in
Poland are clear evidence of this fact. And the freedom
revolution needs no agents from the West to spur its
development. All that is required is a heart and mind
burning with the desire for a more just way of life.

Continued on page 7

The Student Voice
What’s your Christmas wish?
Jim Meyers, Aurora: ”I’d
like to have a new car, a Monte
Carlo. I doubt that I’ll get it,
but I’m still wishing.”
Cindy Hawken, Darien: “A
stereo.”
Dina Madura, Addison: “A
big gift that comes in a small
package.”
Melekte-Assemakgne, Whea¬
ton: “To see my brother in
Washington, D.C., who I
haven’t seen in 11 years.”

Beverly Nelson
Beverly Nelson, Warrenville:
“That I do well in my dance
career.

^COLLEGE OF DuPAGE

Steve Mondek, Lisle: “Mon¬
ey, as much as I can get.”
Donna Paral, Wheaton: “My
Christmas wish is to have my
parent’s car, a Caprice Clas¬
sic.”
Ed King, Winfield: “A red
Ferrari with a ‘T’ top and a
beautiful brunette to pull up in
my driveway and adopt me.”
Nanette Steel, West Chica¬
go: “I want a weelj skiing in
Utah.”
Mary Boswell, Wheaton: “I
would love to take a Carribean
cruise over the holidays.”
Carol Scatterday, Glen El¬
lyn: “I hope that all of my
family will make it home safely
for Christmas.”
Fran Madden, Hinsdale:
“To be on a beach in Florida
surrounded by three girls and
drinking a 12-pack of Budweiser.”
Debbie Karantzis, Lombard:
“To get tickets for the Rose
Bowl in Pasedena.”
Ray Scavone, Lombard: “To
go skiing in Colorado, because
it’s something I like to do. It’s
fun. I can’t afford to do it
often.”

Roy Hernandez
Roy Hernandez, West Chica¬
go: “I’d like to take a cruise to
Acapulco, Mexico, and the
Gulf.”

Sue Shehata

COURIER

The Courier welcomes all letters to the editor. Reactions from students, staff and community
can be valuable as a megaphone of student interests, providing new ideas and keeping staff
members on their toes.
Letters should not exceed 200 words and should be typed, double-spaced. They may be
dropped oft or sent to the Courier. Barn, the white structure on the hili immediately east of
Building J, 10 days prior to publication.
Letters will be edited only for style and grammar, and may be reduced to fit space limitat/bns.
'
All letters must be signed, although the writer rgay request to have his name withheld. A
home address and telephone number should be included tor verification purposes.
Opinions expressed in the Courier do not necessarily represent the views of the staff of the
College of DuPage.
*
The Courier is a member of the Community College Journalism Association, the Associated
Collegiate Press and the Illinois Community College Journalism Association.

Sue Shehata, Glen Ellyn:
“A brand new car. I want a
car.”
Tracy Platt, Wheaton:
“That my family is happy and
healthy.”
Nancy Schaper, Wheaton:
“To see my grandmother
because I haven’t seen her in
many years.”
Judy Pillis, Bensenville: “I
wish more communication and
harmony would exist between
people — more togetherness
and warmth.,”
Jim Cassidy, Wheaton:
“Flying lessons.”
Connie Tipre, Lombard: “A
new car — a Mustang!”
Kat
Klimek,
Downers
Grove: “I’d like to get my
college degree.”
Debbie Foxx, Downers
Grove: “To go down to Florida
and see my boyfriend.”
John Burke, Wheaton: “I
want to win $6 million in the
lotto lottery.”
Kathleen Herrick, Itasca: “I
would like an engagement
ring. I think I’m getting some
kind of ring and I hope it’s a
diamond.”

Bill Hunt, Woodridge: “An
all-expense-paid trip to France
because I hear they have nude
TV commercials.”
Matt Maczko, Oak Brook:
“I want to find a good job
when I get out of college.”
Dino Losacco, Wood Dale:
“That I pull through school
with good grades."
Mark Slezak, Lisle: “To
become rich!”
Kristy Zibell, Willowbrook:
“To get a job in advertising.”

Kristy Ziebell
Theresa Dowler, Wood Dale:
“I want a puppy. My dog
died.”

The Courier is published weekly on Fridays during the academic year except during exam¬
ination and vacation periods by the students of the College of DuPage.
Editorial officesare in the white barn immediately east of Building J. Telephone 858-2800,
exts. 2531-, 2379.
. .
Advertising rates are available upon request. Breadline for display ads and classifieds is
5 p.m. 7 days prior to publication.
News items should be submitted 10 days prior to publication.
The colleoe is located at 22nd Street and Lambert Road, Glen Ellyn, II., 60137.
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Managing editor.Sheryl McCabe
Photo editor. .Brian O’Mahoney
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Advertising manager.Nora Tidd
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Barker, Judith Bluder, Diane Brunke, Gfnni
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Tilton. . .

dean at Waubonsee Community Col¬

Continued from page 3

school at Rutgers University in New
Jersey, where he received a master’s in
math.
FOLLOWING GRADUATION, the
future provost entered the aerospace
industry, working first at North
American Aviation, then at Northrup,
both in California. While at Northrup,
one of Tilton’s former classmates, a
department head at Cerritos (Calif.)
College, invited him to teach math and

Freedom.

computer science in evening school.
Thus began his life-long love affair
with teaching. Not until almost two
years after that, however, did he finally
decide to leave industry and teach
full-time.
After one year at Cerritos, he
accepted a position at Orange Coast
College in Costa Mesa, Calif., where he
taught for six years. From there he
moved to the Midwest to become a

Continued from page 6

And thirdly, the political nature of the present Soviet governmental system,
which denies the individual citizen the right to freely choose his own
representation, facilitates the rise to power of men who are ruthless in their dealing
with their political adversaries, autocratic in the exercise of their power, committed
not to the welfare of the populace at large, much less to the citizens of the world
itself, but rather to the furthering of their own personal patronage structures, and
finally answerable for their deeds to none but themselves.
THUS THE SOVIET system as it is presently structured will always have at its
helm the man who has politically oufmanuevered and successfully undercut all of
his comrades, and by this very fact can neither be trusted as a man of principled
integrity and moral character by the West, nor given the confidence of being a true
representative of the aspirations of his countrymen.
The current general secretary of the Community Party of the Soviet Union, Yun
V. Andropov, is an example of this fact. The highest-ranking statesman in the
Soviet Union built his career first in managing forced labor projects in the
Karelo-Finnish Republic, then as one of Stalin’s hand-picked purgers, next as the
deceitful Soviet ambassador to Hungary at the time of the Hungarian revolt m
1956 - suppressed by a Soviet military invasion, and finally as head of the most
notorious secret police network yet conceived by the wicked minds of men — the
KGB.
,
.
Do the proponents of a nuclear freeze propose that the future of world freedom
be trusted to a man who has made a professional career of denying freedom to his
fellow citizens? Do the Soviets suppose that the West will ever trust the nuclear
security of their societies to a man with such a suspiciously notorious background?
? Can a governmental system which permits such enemies of humanity to nse to the
highest posts of power ever be conceded validity?
FOR THOSE WHO support the idea of a nuclear freeze — and it is difficult to
imaging any concerned individual who doesn’t — who wish to see the production
and deployment of nuclear weapons stopped,, a far more difficult task than
watching the horrors of a nuclear exchange on the Tt screen, protesting m the free
world’s streets or tossing accusations at the leaders of Democratic nations from
freedom’s safe sidelines is required. Where all efforts to prevent the use of nuclear
weapons must be directed is at the fingers which control the nuclear triggers.
It is not in the lexicon of the West to work for the annihilation of the Communist
bloc It is, on the other hand, a common fact that the Communist bloc is working
for the destruction of the West. The nuclear trigger finger which is to be feared,
therefore, is in the Communist bloc, not in the West.
It is then without question that the supporters of a nuclear freeze must
concentrate their efforts on the Communist bloc if they are to prevent the
possibility of a nuclear war. This work will be no easy task. Like Moses of old, they
will be commanded to go unto the Pharoahs of oppression and break their mighty
strangleholds. But if the nuclear freeze supporters are all they claim to be
humanitarian in all the facets that word implies - they will stop at nothing in
their efforts to help establish the day when the Vladimir Danchevs of Russia can at
last speak and act freely as their consciences direct them.
When that day shall arrive on the earth, all nations shall indeed beat their
swords into ploughshares, and their spears into prumnghooks.
But not a moment before.

DID YOU
KNOW...
that you can earn a Bachelor’s
Degree conveniently in Glen Ellyn?
that the Bachelor of General
Studies program is available on
campus, through Northern Illinois
University?
that the BGS advisor, Joe
Barillari, is in A2012 every
Tuesday from 4:30 to 7:30 p.m..
appointments are not
necessary-stop in and talk with
Joe anytime.

Don’t wait...
drop in next week.

lege, ,
He came to CD in 1968 to launch the
data processing department, later
moved up to dean, then executive
vice-president, and during the transi¬
tion between presidents at the college,
he served as acting president.
WHEN MCANINCH arrived as
CD’s president, he reorganized the
school and appointed Tilton and Tom
Thomas as provosts of the main
campus and open college respectively.
As a successful, well-adjusted man,
did Tilton have role models that he
looked up to?
Not really, he said. He is not
enamoured of celebrities, as some
people are. Teenagers may swoon over
John Travolta. A budding journalist
may aspire to be like Dan Rather or
Barbara Walters. Or a fledging surgeon
may find a hero in heart transplant
pioneer Christiaan Barnard. But the
provost has never tried to mold himself
after anyone.
“When I was a young boy, I got into
boxing,” he recalled. He admired some
of the guys involved in the sport.
“But when I got to know them in the
lockerroom,” he continued, “I decided I
didn’t want to pattern my life after
them.
“SO I SAY,” he went on, “there is a
characteristic that person has I wish I
could achieve — I’ll try to find out how
he or she became effective.”
He picks out traits in people and
makes of them a composite of what he
would like to be.
One apparent attribute Tilton has
acquired is that of a good husband. If
he had a whole month off, to do
whatever he wanted to do, without

•

money as a consideration, he would like
to “stay home and take care of all those
little projects my wife has for me to
do,” he said. “It would be fun to have
enough time. . .”
What about travel? He had enough of
that in the service, he said. But one
thing he didn’t get out of his system
was a love for water. A perfect
Saturday would be spent on a nice lake,
boating, swimming or scuba diving.
When he can’t get to a satisfactory
body of water, Tilton likes to build
electronic equipment.
“Quantitative
pursuits” are what relax him. He has
rebuilt television sets and stereos and
tackles electronic problems with fervor.
And does this invaluable ability rub
off on his kids?
NO, HE REGRETS. Because he is so
good at it, his children haven’t had to
learn. They leave it to Dad.
Of his six children - Celeste, 25, Lisa,
24, Matt, 20, Melanie, 19, Annette, 18
and Heather, 15 — three are currently
in college. Celeste has twice made him a
grandfather.
The brown-eyed , dark-complexioned
man feels strongly about his children.
“I don’t think I ever felt better in my
life than when I became a father,” he
declared.
THE SAME EMPHASIS on rela¬
tionships and human dignity that
characterize him at work apply also in
his home. Developing self-confidence
and positive self-esteem have been
Tilton’s goals as a father. In fact, he
measures success by “what people close
to you say about you when you’re
gone,” while admitting that “you will
never know that.”
How his children feel about his effect

Please turn to page 9
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Tilton.

Alpha plans trip to Russia

Continued from page 1

on their lives is important

to

meaningful friendships in college that

him,

will last a lifetime.

especially in light of less-than-pleasant

CD’s Alpha One Program, in cooperation with the American Institute for

recollections of his own parents. And

And Tilton’s final advice could be

while he admits that his children will

succinctly wrapped up in the words of

Foreign Study, will offer “Russian Studies in the Soviet Union” during the first

remember some negative moments, he

Shakespeare, “To thine own self be

hopes the overall impression is good.

true.”
HOPING NOT TO sound judgmental

five weeks of the 1984 summer session, June 9 to July 15.
This program, which is open to college students of all ages, with or without

That he takes pleasure in his family
is evident.

What else makes

happy?
I FEEL GOOD all the time,”

he

describe

unhappiness,

I

of someone. But I have a hard time
happiness.

I

never

of

and

Moscow and Leningrad.
During the first three weeks, mornings will be spent in classes in Russian

own

literature, history and art (taught in English) and Russian language training at

person,” he said.
And it bothers him to see young

all levels, including beginners.
Afternoons and evenings are free for exploration and recreation.
The final two weeks are devoted to visiting points of literary and historical

peer
“It's

could

mention perhaps sickness or the death
describing

London, two weeks in the Russian Black Sea beach resort of Sochi and two
weeks of field studies in the Caucasus Mountains, the Crimean Peninsula,

expressed

his

pressure

—

values

standards that are sacred to them.

professed. “If someone were to ask me
to

disappointment * at

seeing students sacrificing — because

he

him

prior knowledge of the Russian language, includes an orientation week in

important

to

be

your

people compare themselves with others
or measure their success against the

think

about it.”
And does he have any advice for CD

achievements of someone else.
suggested

students?
“I’ve got a lot of it,” he laughed.

that

students

interest throughout Russia.
Participants will earn 15 quarter hours of credit in Russian literature,

He

neecl

humanities and Russian language.

to

about

and to build on those. They should

The cost — $3,000 plus CD tuition — includes air fare, travel between Russian
cities, first-class accommodations in the Soviet Union and all meals. The price is

getting a job and becoming indepen¬

strive not to surpass the accomplish¬

guaranteed against surcharge if paid before Feb. 15. Late applications will be

dent,” he said. He believes students can

ments of another person, but to do their

afford to be more patient today than

best, to improve their own efforts and

accepted until April 1 if space is available.
Further information is available from David Gottshall at 858-2800, exts.

when he was young. It’s important, he
thinks, for them to take time to study

to become the best they can be.
“An example is jogging,”

and to learn their chosen field. If they

explained. “I’m not a jogger, but I hear

prepare themselves well, the opportuni¬

people who run, say ‘I did better this

ties will fall into place.
Secondly, he repeated again his

time than I did the last time.’”
That, he believes, is an attitude that
fosters personal satisfaction more than

“KIDS

ARE

UPTIGHT

understand their own skills and abilities

emphasis on relationships. He would

2009, 2356 or 2048.
Tilton

Jazz ensemble performs

mobile audio

CD’s new Jazz Ensemble will give its

musicians selected by audition. Robert

premiere performance at 8 p.m. Friday,

Marshall is the director.
The program will include big band

Dec. 16, in the Performing Arts Center
of Building M.

competing against other individuals.

like to see students attempt to establish

arrangements
• Each

Grove

iULUk.Lt A

of

Christmas
the

band

music.
will

be

will

sing

several

numbers

I including the theme from the television
jseries “Fame.”
Students interested in becoming a

404 W. 5th Avenue, Naperville • 420-9057

I member

(5th • Mill 3 Blks. South ofNNHS)

of

the

ensemble

may

call

858-2800, ext. 2369, for more informa¬

This Christmas

with purchase

and

section

featured during the evening.
Vocalist Cheryl Bums of Downers

Sound Mttfyrtmonce Centex |

FREE WMET
T-SHIRTS

The group, formed in September, is
comprised of professionally trained

tion and to schedule an audition.
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The College of DuPage joined
with Fermilab on August 12,
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ture. On that warm star lit
night 15,000 people came to¬
gether to watch the light con¬
struction in the -sky. An un¬
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College of DuPage Event may
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Once upon
a time there
was a little
girl named
Clara. She
was a very
■lucky girl
, for each year at Christmas there was a
giant tree, and a big party and everyone
got presents and had a good time.
One year Clara was especially lucky
^she got a nutcracker doll.
And that was the beginning (i
of an adventure that
took her to the King-(
°<j‘ dom of Sweets where';
she saw the most
J wondrous of things. It was
such a magical trip ... just like
a dream. Clara’s dream can be
^a dream-come-true for your child at^
this year’s Nutcracker Ballet pre¬
sented by Chicago Tribune Charities. (
There are so many things to enchant

the young. A 40-foot Christmas
tree soars to the sky ablaze with
lights. Dolls come to life and
dance. Snowflakes turn into
twirling ballerinas. A beautiful
Sugar Plum Fairy welcomes you
to the magical, musical, mystical
Kingdom of Sweets, la
this land flowers and
butterflies dance.
Russian dancers leap.
A 7-foot-tall lady
discovers children
hiding under her
skirts. The many marvelous
'things happening in this enchant
ing land have to be seen
to be believed.
It’s
’holiday entertainment
the whole family
can enjoy. There are
23 dazzling perform
ances with colorful
costumes, spectacular

O

•.<2*

\music and a cast of over
150. Tickets for this 17th
annual presentation are the’
same price as last year and are
sold on a first-come basis.
Every year, this Tribune
.Charities presentation is sold
out, so order your seats today.

Arie Crown Theater
McCormick Place—Chicago
Friday,
Dec. 16
7 p.m.

Saturday,
Dec. 17
2 p.m.

Sunday,
Dec. 18
2 p.m.

Tickets are $7.50 and can be purchased in Student Ac
tivities Box Office. "Price is balcony seating only!
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Fall sports wrap-up

Winning teams pleasant surprise
Foster (5-5, 150) missed the first three games of the season, but still rushed for

By MIKE CONSIDINE

753 yards.
“He’s

a

talented,

gifted

athlete

with

a

strong

disposition

to

succeed,”

The fall sports season at College of DuPage was highlighted by three N4C and
Region IV titles.

MacDougaU said of his diminutive sophomore running back.
TILTON ALSO PLAYED an important role with three game-winning field

The football, cross country and soccer teams have more in common than their

goals. The sophomore from YorkviUe made 28 of 30 extra point attempts and

championships, though. None of them was expected to win when the season began.
Chaparral football coach Bob MacDougaU didn’t know that his team could be a
winner until it lost to Illinois Valley.
“THEY WERE INCENSED with their performance,” MacDougaU said. “They
were just not satisfied. I knew then that, in time, they would be a good football
team.”
The coach felt that his team had the right chemistry and the maturity to
overcome its 1-2 record. The Illinois Valley game was followed by eight consecutive
wins.

kicked eight field goals.
Intense competition within the conference helped prepare the Chaparrals for the
Region IV playoffs. DuPage, Harper and Illinois VaUey were ranked in the
NJCAA top 15 at the close of the season. CD was ranked 12th.
“From the top to bottom, there was more parity than ever before,” the
Chaparral coach said. “It was highly competitive, the league champion wasn’t
decided until the final week. Every

year, the N4C is five percent tougher.”

Playoff victories over Wright, Harper and Triton advanced DuPage (9-3) to the
Like Cola Bowl. EUsworth Community CoUege (la.), a scholarship school, provided

One of the most important aspects of the turnaround was that injuries didn’t
overwhelm the squad. The players who were called on to replace injured starters

the competition.
Playing against an offensive line that averaged 266-pounds per man, CD trailed

performed capably.

just 10-3 with nine minutes remaining. A pair of quick touchdowns gave EUsworth

“The assistant coaches had a lot to do with that,” MacDougaU stated. “They
made the proper adjustments.”
MacDougaU cited Unebacker Jeff Maltby (replaced BUI Rinehart), guard Ted
Derma (Dan

Hagadorn),

quarterback Jesse Schramer

(Mike Buchholz)

and

fuUback Jim McDonough (Dave Schroedter) as prime examples.

a 24-3 win.
“I THOUGHT IT was the greatest coaching chaUenge of the year,” MacDougaU
said. “We played a tremendous club in EUsworth. Our kids just played their hearts
out.”
The soccer teams’ region title came as a surprise to coach Bob Whitmer.

A DEFENSE WHICH aUowed an average of 183 yards a game was perhaps the

“James Parus and Kevin KauU were considered blue-chippers in high school,”

biggest key to the team’s success. The unit was led by sophomore Mark Peterson

Whitmer commented. “But the rest weren’t. Most of them were good players on

(defensive tackle), Scott Moore (linebacker) and Kevin Keeran (defensive back).

poor teams.”
As a result, Whitmer said, the team became the focus, not the individual.

Each of them was a first-team aU-region selection.
Defensive tackle Tom Balogh and linebacker Jamie Ferguson were named to the
second team.

“We didn’t have as many skiUed players or as much speed as we’ve had in the
past,” Whitmer said of his 18-7 squad. “Instead, we had strong, physical players.

“It was the quickest defense I’ve ever had,” the eighth-year coach commented.
The quickness was not merely physical; “they learned their assignments quickest,
too,” MacDougaU added.

That’s the type of team you need in coUege because you play so many games. You^
reaUy take a beating playing two to three games each week.
Five of the Chaparrals’ seven losses were to nationaUy ranked teams. Lewis and

Offensively, CD averaged sUghtly more than 300 yards a game. The play of
Scott Scholtens, LeRoy Foster and the offensive line were the unit’s strengths,
according to MacDougaU.

Clark, Waubonsee and Trinity Lutheran were among the squad’s victims.
THE TEAM, WHICH posted an 8-0 conference mark, placed four sophomores
on the aU-conference first team: KauU (midfielder), Parus (wing), Greg Whipple

ACCOMPANYING FOSTER AND Scholtens on the aU-region team were
tackle Jeff Chlewski, guard Paul Zink and kicker Matt Tilton.
Scholtens broke his own school record with 43 receptions for 634 yards.
“Scott’s a money player,” his coach said. “In big baU games, he comes up with
the big catch. He did that quite consistently.”

(stopper back) and Mike Cipra (goalie).
Whitmer caUs Whipple (5-6, 135) “pound for pound our best player. He was
outstanding defensively and gave our offense great support,” the coach said.
“Greg was very quick to the baU and anticipated very weU.”
The aU-conference second team included freshman Chris Grant (midfielder),
sophomore Rick Poole (sweeper) and freshman Rick Tadder (fuUback).
Cross country coach Mike Considine returned only two runners from the

Courier Classifieds
MATURE MOTHERS HELPER to do light
housekeeping and some child care. Ap¬
proximately 15 hours per week. Butterfield
West/Glen Ellyn area. Call Bob Ott 9-5,
Mon.-Fri. 665-3500.
. ..—.*...

WANTED: Organized group or individual
to promote the number-one spring break
trip to Daytona. If you are interested, call
414-781-0455 immediately. Or write De¬
signers of Travel, 4025 North 124th St.,
Brookfield, Wisconsin 53005. REWARD:
Free spring break trip to Daytona Beach
plus commission money!!!
iiMniimiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiinminmmnniHMiiMMHiiiMiiiHHiH

KEY PUNCHER — Full time, $4.00 hour.
Experience preferred. Call Erin 852-1933.

Concerned about student aide cuts? Want
to prevent “A Day After?" Take an active
roll in SENATOR ALLEN CRANSTON'S
campaign for President. Good Experience/
Good Resume Material. Volunteers and
interns welcome. For more information call
Paul Rosenbren at 368-4400.
HELP WANTED DAYS: Flexible hours. Light
factory assembly. Addison. Call Dave be¬
tween 8-11 a.m. 628-1200.
1983 MAZDA GLC SPORT 5 spd., 2 door.
Deluxe trim, sunroof, stereo — 40 mpg.,
14,000 miles. $6900.00. Debbie or Tim 6271415evenlngs.

previous season, but he saw state-championship potential in the 1983 team.
“AU 11 freshmen were good soUd runners. They had aU run sub-10 minutes (for
two mUes),” Considine stated. “Comparing what they could do with what we’ve
done in the past, I felt they could do it.”
THE GROUP DISTINGUISHED itself as the team to beat in Region IV in its
second meet. At the Waubonsee Invitational, DuPage faced every school in the
region and won.

CD had won the Rockford Invitational the week before. The

group also placed second in the MUwaukee Invitational and fifth at the Loyola
Invitational (which was dominated by four-year schools).
The young squad finished 16th at the NJCAA meet in Hutchinson, Kas.
The pack was so balanced that the top five finishers changed from week to week.
The leader also changed with each meet. Inexperience and competitiveness were
the reasons.
“They probably work harder than any group I’ve ever had,” Considine said.
“They were willing to put forth the effort to be successful.”
SOPHOMORE HERB EHNINGER was the team’s most improved runner,
according to Considine. Ehninger, the sixth man most of his freshman year,
started the season at about the same level. He led the CD pack at the national

NEED EXTRA MONEY for Christmas? Sell
Avon. Meet great people, earn $$$. Set your
own hours. Call Jean 469-8024.

TYPING SERVICE located in Wheaton. Fast
(one day), accurate, reasonable ($1 per page)
service. Equipped with IBM Selectric II type¬
writer. Contact Jackie at 462-0031.

WILL DO TYPING in my home. Reasonable
rates. 668-2957.

NEED TERM PAPERS TYPED? Call Beverly
Wilson after 6 p.m. 462-9449. Reasonable
Rates.

would always be up there. The others seemed to be jumping around.”
Two other freshmen who distinguished themselves were Pat Elshaw and Todd

PROFESSIONAL TYPING - 20% DISCOUNT
FOR students and teachers. IBM Selectric
II. Experienced academic typist. Call 8306068.

placed second overall; Elshaw was sixth.
Other runners who appeared in the top five from time to time included: Dwayne

NIKON FE — black body, zoom Nikon
43-86mm, Nikon MD II motor drive, SB 10
auto flash. Excellent condition. $650.00 or
best offer. 627-1415 evenings.
DIAMOND WEDDING SET — 14k yellow
gold deluxe mount. Compare to $600.00
retail. Asking $350.00. 627-1415evenings.
SCM CORNET SUPER 12electric typewriter
with case, cartridge correcting. Great for
homework. $1150.00 or best offer. Tim 6271415evenings.

NEEDED: CHURCH ORGANIST for 11:00am
worship. Thursday evening rehearsals. Can¬
tatas. Beginning January 1, 1984. 1st Baptist
Church of Maywood. Contact 485-9468
evenings.
.
.
.

three meets.
"He was the guy I always knew I could count on,” Considine said. “I knew he

Maddux.
MADDUX WAS THE first Chap through the chute at the Region IV meet. He

Dukes, Ed Harkins, Tom Israel and James Shavers. All but Shavers are freshmen.
The football, cross country and soccer programs have one more similarity. Each
expects to return a strong nucleus next year.

FOR SALE: Sci-Fi Book and War Games, all
for % price or less. Also Black Tellerno 6
string electric guitar with case $50.00. Traynor TS-25guitar, amp $170.00. Performer de¬
lay and flanger $10.00 each. Call 469-2708
after 5:00 PM.
ssBSBSSSsseBseeeesesesessseeeseeesisssssssssessseeiieeessssssssssMSsaseeif#

1983 MAZDA GLC SPORT 5 spd., 2 door.
Deluxe trim, sunroof, stereo — 40 mpg.,
14,000 miles. $6900.00. Debbie or Tim 6271415evenings.

meet with a 75th-place finish.
Freshman Jim Dumper of Glenbard North was the number-two man in the last

2nd DISTINCTION MEANS: $10.00 Rentals j
(1 week use), VINTAGE CLOTHING (20’s
thru 60's), MILITARY SURPLUS (foreign
and US, WWII — Current), MEN'S APPAREL
(50’s, 60s and current), HATS (Fedoras and
Ladies Hats), JEWELRY (Old and New.),
RESALE '(In style, clean, year old clothing).
1072 College Ave., Wheaton, IL. 462-0985.
Hours 1-6 PM. Closed Sunday and Monday.
1 Block East of Wheaton College.

FOOTBALL REGION IV ALL-STATE TEAM
OFFENSE
Quarterback — Jeff McGuire, Harper,
soph. Running backs — Jeff McKinney,
Illinois Valley, soph.; LEROY FOSTER, Du
Page soph.; Gary Hall, Joliet, soph. ENDS —
Paul McMahon, Rock Valley, soph.; SCOTT
SCHOLTENS, Du Page, soph. Linemen—
JEFF CHYLEWSKI, Du Page soph.; Tony
Harvy, Illinois Valley, soph.; Kevin Bor.
Triton, soph.; PAUL ZINK, Du Page, soph.;
John Werdell, Harper, soph.; Kicker — MATT
TILTON, Du Page, soph.

DEFENSE
Defensive backs — Jim Fishel, Joliet,
soph.; KEVIN KEERAN, Du Page, soph.;
Tony Reed, Illinois Valley, soph. Lineback¬
ers — Jim Finch, Triton, soph.; Robin Wall.
Joliet soph.; SCOTT MOORE, Du Page,
soph.; Tom Edwards, Illinois Valley, soph
Linemen — MARK PETERSON, Du Page,
soph.; Chuck Ader, Joliet, soph.; Scott Tourtellott, Harper, soph.; JoeMcNeil, Thornton,
soph.
Coach of the year — John Eliasik, Harper:
Player of the year— Jim Finch, Triton.

Coaches see no drug problem here
DuPage scholars don’t have lone
r.m-„
long neriods
periods of time
where they’re relaxing in a dorm with lots of free time,
MacDougaU said. “Here, our students are constantly
on the go.”

By STEVE MILANO
The drug problem at CD is “no problem,” at least
not in the athletic community, according to coaches
and administrators here.
A recent article in the Chronicle of Higher
Education stated that more coUeges are becoming
concerned about drug use and new steps are being
taken to combat the problem.

® aut

pm

THE SOUTHWEST ATHLETIC Conference wUl
decide this month whether to send a resolution to the
NCAA asking it to begin random drug testing of
athletes to curb anabolic steroid use, and two
universities, Auburn and Kentucky, have already
started testing athletes for other drugs.
Michigan State University is conducting a drug
study supported by the NCAA that wiU examine drug
use and abuse in 10 different sports and involve more
than 1,500 varsity athletes around the country.
The article also stated that a study of NFL rookies
shows that many of those who used drugs started
doing so while in college.
According to CD Athletic Director Herb Salberg,
the drug situation at DuPage is so insignificant, “we
don't even think about it.”

Since 1979, three CD ath¬
letes have been involved with
or disciplined for drug use.
“Since I’ve become athletic director in 1979, three
athletes have been involved with or disciplined for
drug use,” Salberg said. “All three were marijuana-re¬
lated,” he noted.
“IF THE PROBLEM surfaces, we’ll attack it,” but
as far as monitoring athletes on their own time, in
other words, drinking at parties, Salberg feels that the
school cannot and should not try to get involved.
At the beginning of each season, coaches talk with
their respective teams concerning drugs, but the
athletic department does not have the time or money
to institute drug awareness clinics or other programs
for athletes, nor is the school legally obligated to do
so, Salberg said.
“We’re not in the rehabilitation business,” Salberg
pointed out. “That’s not our function.”
DUPAGE HAS RULES of conduct that athletes
know they must follow, and students who violate
those rules are not allowed to participate in athletics,
Salberg said.
At a four-year institution, where a heavy
investment is made in an athlete in the form of
recruiting, scholarships and tutors, efforts at drug
prevention and rehabilitation are justified to protect
that investment, Salberg said.
“I don’t feel it’s our obligation to get into that at a
community college,” he said. “The kids participate

AL KALTOFEN, WRESTLING coach at DuPag.
believes that paying for aU or part of an education
brings about responsibility and maturity in students
A person, who has his coUege paid for by parents or
is on scholarship may not understand and appreciate
an education as much as one who has had to work for
it, Kaltofen suggested.
Another reason why coaches beUeve that DuPage
students may be less apt to use drugs is that many
are trying to earn athletic scholarships to four-year
institutions.
Most of my students seek out four-year rides, 1
said MacDougaU, “and most of my athletes are
mature enough to know that something that would be
harmful would be detrimental to their abiUty to play. "
SALBERG NOTED THAT “Were in the fast
track as far- as athletic competition and as far as
scheduUng goes, and athletes have to be in top shape
Most athletes who come here are so concerned
about competing and trying to get in shape to earn a
four-year scholarship that they would not be a
problem,” Salberg opined.
By the same token, Kaltofen asserted, “Very few
athletes want to embarrass themselves by being less
than what they should be. CD athletes generaUy are
very dedicated kids.”

as a volunteer thing and it’s a privilege to come out.”
Head football coach Bob MacDougaU agrees that
preventative measures aimed at curbing drug use at
DuPage are unnecessary, but that just as in any other
student-teacher relationship, when an athlete comes to
a coach with a problem the coach will seek help for
him.

“The kids participate as a
volunteer thing and it’s a pri¬
vilege to come out. ”
“IF THERE’S A physical problem with an athlete.
. . he has a sickness or disease, we’ll get some kind of
help for him,” MacDougaU said. “It’s just an
extension of teaching.”
MacDougaU feels that one reason why drug use may
be less pronounced at a community coUege compared
with a four-year school is that the enviromhents are
totally different.
“I would say that probably 85 percent of our
students have part-time jobs,” MacDougaU said, “so
they are more active in the community than those
individuals who go away to coUege.”

CLASSES IN MARTIAL art of Aikido will be otter¬
ed winter quarter Tuesday and Thursday evenings
Scheduled are PE 151Y (beginning Aikido) — code
number 1590-15121 — from 7:15 to 8:15 in PE/CRC
118; and PE 152Y — code number 1590-15221 from 8:30 to 9:30 in PE/CRC 118.

Chaps face Kankakee in grudge rematch
Perennial power Kankakee CoUege,

which toppled DuPage in last year’s
Region IV title contest, wiU provide the
opposition for the Chaps in a 7:30 p.m.
home contest Saturday, Dec. 10.
CD’s cagers trounced Parkland
CoUege 85-57 Dec. 3 behind Ernest
Bosby’s 21 points, Ray Nutter’s 20, and
18 of 27 second-half shooting from the
floor.
“Sure I’m surprised at the way we
beat them. Parkland is a fine team,”
said Chaps’ Coach Don Klaas, who saw
his squad win its third straight and
raise its season’s mark to 4-2 while
dropping the Cobras to 6-2. “They were
6-1 and had beaten a great Lincoln
CoUege team, so I knew we had our
hands full.”
THE DUPAGERS DID until early in
the 2nd half, when 6-2 freshman guard
Rich Munoz knifed through for two
consecutive layups to spark an 8-0
Chaparral surge and turn a shaky 37-32
Chaps’ lead into a formidable 45-32
edge with 11:20 remaining.

Ray Nutter. . . 20 points

The margin sweUed to 62-47 with six
minutes left before the Chaparrals iced
the contest with a 10-0 spurt led by
Bosby’s three field goals and Munoz’s
four free throws. Ahead 72-47, Klaas
cleared his bench as his team claimed
its largest victory margin of the young
season.
“We worked the baU around weU on
offense, found the good shot, plus our
zone defense reaUy bothered them,”
said Klaas, noting the Cobras’ 21 of 53 j
field goal shooting (39 percent), while
the Chaparrals were connecting on 30 of
49 (62 percent) for the contest.
Bosby, a 6-1 sophomore guard, added
a game-high 11 rebounds plus 6 assists
whUe Nutter, a 6-4 soph forward was
hauling down 8 boards. Also in double
figures for the Chaps were Munoz (10
points, 4 assists) and 6-4 frosh Charles
Washington, who came off the bench to
tally 10 points and grab three rebounds.
NUTTER’S RUGGED inside game
prevented Parkland from blowing away
the DuPagers early. Nutter tallied 13 of

the Chaparrals’ first 14 points while the
Cobras’ moved to an 18-14 lead behind
forward Walter Grain, who scored 14 to
lead the visitors.
“Nutter definitely kept us alive until
our other players got in the flow,” said
Klaas.
The Chaps, paced by three Bosby
field goals and four more points from
Nutter, reeled off a 13-4 flurry to roll
past Parkland 27-22. Soph Tony Hanley
(9 points) capped the half by launching
a 22-foot shot at the buzzer to give CD
a 31-24 lead.
SOCCER — N4C
CONFERENCE SQUAD
FIRST TEAM
Goalie - MIKE CIPRA, DuPage.

De¬

fenders — Mike Kelly, Moraine Valley:
Paul Irenas, Thornton; Larry Zettlemeier.
Triton; GREG WHIPPLE, Du Page. Midfield¬
ers — Mario Hernandez, Thornton, KEVIN
KAULL, Du Page; Dave Tuckey, Harper
Strikers - JAMES PARUS, Du Page; Joe
Klinowski, Moraine Valley; Fernando GalvinHarper.
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Tis the season to be jolly. It Is, however, a time of year which re¬
quires some personal reflection on the part of just about ail adults.
We asked some of our fellow staff members to jot down a few
of their thoughts about Christmas time. We hope you enjoy what
follows! (The Editors)

Gloria Donahue ,
When I was nine, I resolved to stay
up all night, if necessary, to see Santa
Claus. Time was running out. I knew
that if I didn’t see him with my own
eyes I’d soon be one of “them.” The
non-believers. My so-called friends who
thought they knew everything!
I resisted their attempts to enlighten
me. I wanted to hang on to the magic of
Christmas, elves, reindeer that flew and
a benevolent old man in a red suit. I
had been successfully brainwashed for
nine years and I just wasn’t ready to
give up my fantasy.
But when I awoke Christmas
morning to the delighted shrieks of my
younger brothers and sister I knew I
had slept through my last chance of
catching the elusive St. Nick. And I
dreaded facing my friends because I
realized they had been right.
Christmases have come and gone but
they’ve never been as magical as they
were when I believed in Santa.
However, through my own children I
have been able to enjoy the world of
make-believe once again. Santa visits
our hourse every Christmas eve, leaving
perfect packages neatly arranged under
the tree and filling empty stockings
with miniature surprises. He even
comes when the children have been
naughty — he’s so wonderful and
forgiving.
Santa always takes time to eat the
cookies and milk the children leave for
him. Rudolph eats most of his carrot
too, leaving one small end piece with a
jagged edge where his big front tooth
chomped it off its stem.
Santa has even left notes for the
youngsters in a bold backstroke so
similar to dad’s. He left a real nice note
two years ago when he ran out of
Strawberry Shortcake dolls. The toys
from that Christmas has been lost or
forgotten, but that note found a special
spot in a scrapbook and will last
forever.
I have lived vicariously these past 10
years creating Christmas fantasies for
my children, enjoying the season again

Anil Roper,

Courier Reporter
through their excitement and joy.
My 10-year-old still clings to the
fantasy. (She also leaves love-notes for
the tooth fairy.)
Then there’s my son — the cynic
who has been wise to Santa since he
was three and spotted a Toys-R-Us
price tag on his Tonka truck.
Whenever he would say, “I don’t
believe in Santa!” my husband and I
would reply, “Well too bad, because we
do. If you don’t believe in him, he
might not bring you anything.” That
always worked. We’ve been pretty
successful in perpetrating the myth —
until this year, that is.
One day last summer, out of the blue,
my son demanded to know the truth.
When I tried to hand him my
/ too-bad-you-don’t-believe line, he cuped his hands around my face, drew me
close to him — nose to nose — and
sternly stud, “Why won’t you tell me
the truth? Why do you keep lying to
me?”
He had me cornered. It was time.
I swallowed hard and confessed. I
explained to him that even though he
was old enough for the “truth”, other
children, including his older sister,
weren’t ready yet. And if he told them
this new-found information, it might
spoil their fun. He promised to keep
“our secret.”
Later that day I overheard him say
to his sister, “Guess what? I found out
the truth!”
She quickly replied, “If it has
anything to do with Santa or the Easter
Bunny, I don’t want to know!” and
quickly stomped away.
He has tried several times since then
to broaden her horizons, but she is
determined to hang on.
The other day, 1 asked them if they
were going to write letters to Santa. My
daughter answered, “Yes, we’d better
hurry.”
My son looked at me with his bright
eyes and winked his knowing wink and
gave me a Mona Lisa smile.
I think he’s taking this better than I
am.
CM

Courier Magazine Editor

DANDY CANES are really only good during the Christmas season.
DHRISTMAS SHOPPING is fun until the stores run out of what you want.
DAROLS make people feel good.
DECORATIONS prove that Christmas is coming.
CHRISTMAS TREES are the perfect setting for Christmas presents.
SNOW makes Christmas Christmas.
PARTIES are a good way to celebrate.
GIFT GIVING is worth the shopping.
GIFT RECEIVING is embarrassing but touching.
CHRISTMAS EVE is exciting.
SANTA CLAUS comes through the front door.
CHRISTMAS DINNER is fattening.
CHRISTMAS DAY is all of the above.
THE DAY AFTER is a bummer.
-*r
•*
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Sheryl McCabS, Courier

Managing Editor

The other day, someone teasingly said to me, “Santa killed himself so they’re
canceling Christmas this year. Ha, ha, ha!”
The countdown to the big event continues, how many days go by without
someone saying, “This Christmas stuff is getting ridiculous. It’s costing me a
fortune, or “These crowds are insane. I just want to get this shopping done and
go home!
Could these be the expressions of a modern-day Scrooge? Hopefully not None of
us are immune to having such attitudes. But Christmas was not created to be a
holiday in which people give up their time, energy, and money on gifts, decorations
and parties all in exchange for two days off of work.
What about the “joy of giving” that is so important during this season?
At one suburban Chicago toy store, security guards had to be called when a man
threatened a woman with a baseball bat while they fought over the last “Cabbage
Patch” doll, the hot new item on the toy market this year.
How happy would a little girl be over the beautiful new doll on Christmas mom
if she knew daddy took a baseball bat to a woman in order to get it? Is this the joy
of giving? Certainly not. Christmas is a celebration of giving, but not this type of
giving.
Giving and receiving, if done in an attitude of love and kindness, may certainly
be the most vital motives for this day of celebration. But the most important
reason for celebrating Christmas is the original Christmas present, Jesus Christ.
“What!?” you say. “Don’t ruin things by bringing ‘religion’ into this.” Actually,
religion doesn’t have much to do with Christmas. God doesn’t really care if you’re
Lutheran, Baptist, Charismatic or Presbyterian. His Son was bom some 2000
years ago to save everyone. Admission to Heaven is not contingent upon
presentation of your church membership card, but is contingent upon your love for
Him.
He gave us the ultimate gift of His Son and an opportunity for eternal life. What
better reason to celebrate?
By all means we should continue the traditions of gift giving, family
get-togethers, garland and holly and the like, however, let’s give some
consideration to the event which inspired these things.
So as you awaken Christmas morning to the cries of anxious children, the odor
of roasting turkey, and the blaring sounds of “Jingle Bell Rock,” take just a
moment to say “happy birthday” to the One who’s most important. I know it will
make Him 1happy.
CM‘

[Moira Lean, Former Courier Managing Editor
Christmas has always been one of my
favorite times of the year, but I don’t
consider it just one day or even a
number of days. Christmas is a whole
state of mind and a feeling that one can
get even in the middle of a summer heat
wave.
Naturally, the feeling shows itself
more now than at any other time of the
year. One example of the magic of
Christmas was brought home to me
over the most recent Thanksgiving
holiday.
My mom and aunt were discussing
the trials and tribulations of making
Barbie doll clothes. My aunt had gone
through it last year and my mom had
many not-so-fond memories of sewing
whole wardrobes in miniature for
myself and my three sisters.
We have all long out-grown playing
with any kind of doll, but I can still
remember how excited and thrilled I
was when I opened the brightly
wrapped package and discovered the
beautiful creations my mom had so
carefully sewn.
At the time, I thought that Santa’s
elves had made every toy I got for
Christmas. Looking back now, I realize
how much time and frustration my
mom must have gone through trying to

sew tiny seams and attach trim.
As I listened to my mom and aunt
complain about how hard it was to
make those “darned Barbie doll
clothes,” I was hit with the realization
that although it might have been a real
pain at the time, I think my mom
probably got a kick out of seeing how
much my sisters and I enjoyed and
loved dressing up our dolls.
The fond memories I have of those
Christmases past are part of the fun of
my Christmases present. The youngest
of my brothers and sisters is 13 years
old, long past the age of believing in
Santa, so remembering all the holiday
fun I had as a true believer (in Santa
Claus, of course) brings back the
childish innocence of Christmas.
Of course, I find it fairly easy to get
into the Christmas mentality. After all,
children aren’t the only ones who can
have all the fun. Us big kids deserve to
have a little fun too. So I really have a
good time making and decorating
Christmas cookies, trimming the tree
and shopping for presents for my
family and friends.
I hope all the Scrooges out there are
able to find a little of the magic of
Christmas, because they don’t know
what they are missing.
CM

Bob Dvorak's Christmas Thoughts are on page twelve.
CM
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Duran Duran offers original angle
By KRISS MONTGOMERY
I was never overly impressed with
Duran Duran when they hit American
shores. I couldn’t handle the concept of
five young men who have higher
cheekbones than I do and who change
their hair color as often as they change
their socks.
Duran Duran is that oddly named
British quintet of pretty-boy leftovers
from 1981s short-lived New Romantic
era, which gave us the likes of Adam
Ant and Spandau Ballet. Duran Duran
is the group responsible for last
season’s Rio and Hungry Like the Wolf
with its pseudo-erotic female moanwhine tagged onto the fade-out. I didn’t
like them much back then.
Now I do.
The Durans never affected me until a
couple of weeks ago, when I found
myself humming Union of the Snake in
the shower. Shadows on Your Side
haunted me all during an algebra
lecture. I succumbed to Duran fever.
Seven and the Ragged Tiger is Duran
Duran’s third full-length album, and
although I wasn’t enamoured with the
entire record at first listen, I gave it a
chance.
By about the eighth listen, I was
hooked.
Rolling Stone once referred to them
as "pop phenoms from Britain,” and
they have been compared, by those who
dare, to the early Beatles for their
hysteria-provoking abilities. The aver¬
age age of the band members is 21, the
oldest being 24. The band consists of
vocalist Simon LeBon, drummer Roger
Taylor, bassist John Taylor, guitarist
Andy Taylor, and Nick Rhodes on
synthesizers. Unbelievably, the Tay¬
lors, who resemble each other closely,
are unrelated.
Rhodes once claimed that while
Duran Duran was still in its embryonic
stage, their goal was to be a
combination of Chic and the Sex
Pistols. Indeed, their music is charac¬
terized by a show-no-mercy rhythm
section which provides a very danceable
beat. They cite their influences as Roxy
Music and David Bowie. Others have
labeled them as a cross between Roxy
Music and the Beatles.
LeBon’s vocals are often enhanced by
overdubbed harmonies of his own voice
and are surrounded by plush layerings
of synthesizer and a powerful bassline
that is brought to the forefront in
production. On this album, three
outside musicians are added to the
line-up to make for a very busy-sound¬
ing final product.
The album’s nine songs were
composed via collective effort. Duran
Duran also arranged and co-produced
the record. All this and good looks, too.
They write songs from an original angle
aid seem to have a penchant for

inventing names and titles with
mysterious derivations, from songs and
albums to band name. With three of
five members named Taylor, one would
think the group woul have christened
themselves Taylor Taylor Taylor.
The only fault I find with Duran
Duran is their tendency to copy

you leave behind.” LeBon begins New
Moon with just a hint of Bryan Ferry in
his voice, but come the chorus, New
Moon recalls My Own Way from their
second album.
(I’m looking for) Cracks in the
Pavement finds LeBon shedding his
skin before a party and feeling one

Duran Duran
Seven and the Ragged Tiger
Capitol Records, 1983
by Kriss Montgomery
themselves. Some songs on Seven are
reminiscent of songs off of past albums.
Of course, if the formula has worked so
far, why fix it?
The band’s lyrics won’t win any
prizes for profoundity, but they do
come up with a clever and oft-humorous
line or two, such as “I sold the Renoir
and the TV set” from the album’s
opening track, The Reflex.
Their lyrics can also be rather vague,
leaving the listener feeling as if he is
being excluded from an inside-joke. For
example, in New Moon on Monday
LeBon sings, “Shake up the picture the
lizard mixture/with your dance on the
eventide.” Run that by me again?
Ironically, three lines later in the song,
he sings, “Could I please rephrase it?”
Please do.
Other lines play on words like,
“Breaking away with the beast of two
worlds/a smile that you can t disguise/
Every minute I keep finding clues that

brick shy of a full load. He claims his
“head is full of chopstick/I don’t like
it.” He then makes a break for the
shadows, which are too tall to be his
own.
Sometimes the attempts to be clever
come off as merely silly, as in “Now I’m
saying this in private/if I had a car I’d
drive It/insane.”
Cracks gives the listener a mental
picture of LeBon meandering down a
city street at night, avidly seeking out
cracks in the sidewalk upon which to
step. His poor mother’s back.
One of the best-cuts on the album is I
Take the Dice, a bosa nova type
complete with castanet noises. In this
song, the character seems to look
contemptuously upon the beautiful
people. “Feel the magical lash of the
roll and the crash in their lives.” He
laments, “Headline in tomorrow’s
papers/kill that light it’s so bright/and
you’re shining it right in my eyes.”

"Live and in Person" with VideoSpond
Now the artists can sell their own records with VideoSpond, a programmable
interactive point-of-purchase display, combining a specially designed microcomputter with an optical laser video disc.
The display provides a new method for communicating with customers in music
and record stores. Its unique capability can present a variety of musical
programming from which the customer can make a selection.
New groups and new songs - even rock video visuals - can be screened on
VideoSpond in full motion-picture color, combined with Dolby sound stereo.
As shown here, a customer can press a button on the VideoSpond console and
select the type of music desired.

CM

This song is another one that creeps up
on me during algebra class.
Side A signs off with a rowdy and
bitter tune called, Of Crime and
Passion. Someone in the band must
have been burned recently to have
contributed lyrics like, “You knew I’d
fall for the gaping hole/where your
heart should be/Liar — couldn’t cut me
deeper with a knife if you tried.” The
vengeance continues: “Dragged me up
an alley for the blossoming fire/saw
your heart turn to spade/this orchid’s
turned to black.” Not a grudge held
here. Duran Duran is better when
they’re singing of things less austere,
like girls on film. Although the musical
accompaniment is flawless, LeBon’s
voice strains on this one, becoming
almost as annoying as the Hungry Like
the Wolf girl.
Side B opens with the now-familiar
Union of the Snake, which, by the way,
has been made into another impressive
Duran Duran video. Auxiliary musician
Andy Hamilton’s sax-playing adds a
sultry touch to Union which smacks of
desert and espionage. With its close,
dissonant harmonies, Union of the
Snake is one of the best tracks, if not
the best, on the album.
Shadows on Your Side is another
strong cut which depicts a mischievous
scoundrel-of-sorts who escapes persecu¬
tion because of his prowess and
friendship with things nocturnal.
Tiger Tiger is a rare instrumental
piece which is a nice change of pace
from the ever-punched-up Duran tunes.
Tiger is mellow, full of sax, synth, and
drums, and serves as a welcome
interlude.
The album finishes with The Seventh
Stranger, a sort of cross between the
earlier moods of Cracks in the
Pavement and Of Crime and Passion.
Our hero is once again confused,
perhaps on the brink of losing identity,
as he sings, “I’m changing my name
just as the sun goes down.” This song
is more relaxed than the other vocal
composition, except for when the
drumbeat breaks into a teasing
double-time rhythm for one measure
near the end.
Time will tell if Duran Duran has the
staying-power of the Fab Four. I doubt
they will be so highly regarded as the
Beatles fourteen years after their
disbandment, but they are apropos for
the ’80’s.
Although their style is novel now, if
repeated enough, even a distinct sound
can become tiresome. Hopefully the
talented five will give their successful
formula a twist. What makes them so
original now may become their downfall
in the future unless they guard
themselves from slipping into the
clone-song trap. Only subsequent
albums will indicate whether Duran
Duran deserves to be acclaimed as the
Fab Five or put into the one-note-John¬
ny category. Now that they’ve
established themselves in America,
they can afford to experiment more
with their sound.
In the meantime, so far, so good.
Seven and the Ragged Tiger is made of
the same elements that have propelled
Duran Duran to fame. It is unmistak¬
ably Duran-esque, which is synonynous these days with “hot stuff.”
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“St. Peter’s Banka: Michele Sindona,” by Luigi DiFonzo, Franklin Watts,
New York, 1983, 308 pages, $15.95.

By William Slavin
This biography of Michele Sindona,
Italian banker, shows the rise of a
“self-made” man — self-made, that is,
with the enormous patronage of the
Vatican and Mafia. At one point in the
late 60s, Sindona was one of the richest
men in the world. He also had the
unique power of controlling the huge
investment funds of the Vatican as well
as much of the investment capital of
the Mafia. This is the memoir of a man
who with increasing financial power
began to see himself above the law and
to believe that his commercial and
political purposes would be those of
Italy and eventually the world.
To further his business aims,
Sindona, along with others, planned
and supported three coup d’etat’s
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against the Italian government. In his
last attempt, he tried to create domestic
chaos in Italy through currency-market
manipulation of the lira. In all these
attempts, Sindona’s goal was always to
pave the way for a “leader,” a
right-wing “presidential” dictatorship.
Active also in the United States,
Sindona, using financial pressure and
trickery, bought the 18th largest
American bank, the Franklin National
Bank of New York City. Two years
later, because of the unraveling of
Sindona’s largely illegal financial
empire, the Franklin National was to be
the largest American bank collapse in
history.
This collapse jolted the American
banking system, but along with the
subsequent downfall of Sindona’s
Italian and Swiss banking empire, the
entire international financial order was
shaken. Estimates of the Vatican’s
losses alone are put at more than $200
million. Sindona is now serving a

-—--

27-year sentence in New York and
extradition to Italy is planned.
Biographer Luigi DiFonzo has given
enough details to suggest the extreme
intricacy in which Sindona cloaked his
shady international banking. These
deals were made intentionally complex
in order to hide the actual investor and
his profits. This was not only to protect
In St Peter’s Banker, one sees
that the threat to our democratic
institutions may originate from power¬
ful banking and corporate interests
which subvert our free political system
not so much out of ideology but rather
to secure and further consolidate their
wealth and economic power. Could this
happen in America?
St. Peter’s Banker provides us
with an Italian-American case history,
the investor from paying any country’s
taxes, but also to launder Mafia
revenue and protect the identity of the
Vatican in business deals which were
not in keeping with Catholic religious

“ We got back a coded
Telex message from Langley,
Virginia, telling us in
essence if these are in fact
Americans, assassinate
them.” —Scott Barnes
in the premier issue
at your local newsstand
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doctrine and the image of the Catholic
Church.
Even today, the Vatican does not
admit the full extent of its losses.
DiFonzo details these transactions
which were gathered through extensive
interviews with Sindona’s former
collaborators and henchmen.
Sindona’s largely illegal business
success and his powerful clientele,
however, are not the most disturbing
elements of his story. Rather, with his
personal wealth and the controlling
power over even greater wealth,
Sindona wanted to control the political
and economic fate of first Italy and
then the world. And he was gathering
the means to do so.
With the help of such important
American banks as the Chase Manhat¬
tan and the First National Bank of
Chicago, his megalomania began to be
realized. Sindona’s failure occurred only
because the big financial fish, the
United States, slipped out of his hands
and precipitated his entire collapse.
By overreaching himself in the
United States, Sindona was finally
exposed to the general public, both
Italian and American. If Sindona had
had the same political control and
right-wing complicity in America as he
had had in Italy, it is possible that
Sindona would have ultimately suc¬
ceeded in controlling as much of the
American economy as he had in Italy.
Unelected and practically unknown in
America, Sindona could have, in large
measure, manipulated American lives
for his own economic and political profit
and by that, our democracy itself.
It is in Sindona’s compulsion for
political control in order to maintain his
economic dominance that he is so
frightening. In Italy, by helping to
form a “government within a govern¬
ment,” Sindona controlled much of
Italian life without the knowledge or
consent of the Italian people. In fact,
Italy’s democratic system was in the
process of being subverted by the
military-industrial complex of which
Republican President Eisenhower
warned us.
CM

It's too cold outside unless you. . .
by Gloria Donahue
When the weather forecast reads:
increasing cloudiness, high of 23, low of
15, 3-5 inches of snow — who are those
people with big smiles on their faces?
Eternal optimists. Winter sports lovers
who gladly pack away their baseballs
and jogging shoes, and dream of sleds,
ice skates and skis.
The Midwest may not have the
slopes that Vail or Aspen boast of, but
skilled landscapers have turned mole¬
hills into mountains and area resorts
have turned out some pretty fancy
skiers.
Almost all ski resorts have certified
instructors who give group or private
lessons. And ski lessons are a must.
The easiest way to solve the mysteries
of skiing is to enroll in a class and stick
with it until turning, stopping and
avoiding collisions become second
nature. These are crucial skills that are
difficult for a beginner to teach himself.
CD offers con-credit and credit cours¬
es in both downhill and cross-country
during winter quarter and it s not too
late to register.

FOUR LAKES in Lisle is the closest
ski resort to CD. Enter from Route 53
about one-quarter mile south of Maple
Ave. It is conveniently located and,
thanks to snow-making machines,
opened on Dec. 4.
Four Lakes offers eight runs to 1,100
feet with a 125-foot vertical drop.
Unfortunately, there are no chair lifts,
but seven rope tows provide adequate
access to the top of the slope.
Adult lift tickets are $9 daily, $10.50
on weekends and holidays. Excellent
lighting makes twilight skiing possible
from 4:30 to 10 nightly.
RENTAL EQUIPMENT IS $9
during weekdays and $10.50 on
weekends and holidays.
A private lesson at Four Lakes will
cost $18 per hour. Group lessons are
attractive at $9 per student with five to
nine students per class.
Call Four Lakes at 964-2550 for
more information.
VILLA OLIVIA is located one-half
mile west of Route 59 on Route 20 in
Bartlett, Ill.
Villa Olivia has 12 runs to 1,200 feet
with a 185-foot vertical drop. It offers
11 rope tows and one chair lift.
Lift tickets are $9 daily and $14 on
holidays and weekends. However,
beginners who stay in the teaching area
of the resort and don’t use the chair lift
receive a discount.
EQUIPMENT RENTAL is $8.50
daily and the resort also offers night
skiing.
.
A private lesson at Villa Olivia is $17
per hour and group lessons range from
$6 to $13 per hour, depending on class
size. The resort also has package deals
which include lessons, equipment and
lift tickets.
Villa Olivia offers cross-country
alriing at the low price of $8 per day,
Q ®

which includes equipment and trail
CROSS-COUNTRY LESSONS are
available. One class runs for three
consecutive Saturdays or Sundays and
costs $38, which includes equipment,

vertical drop.
The weekend and holiday rate is $15
for lift tickets and $10 for rental
equipment.
WEEKDAY RATES ARE very
attractive at $6 for lift tickets and $3

DU PAGE COUNTY FOREST PRESERVES
TO SCHAUMBURG

information on rentals or lessons, call
653-9578.
CD students and alumni can rent
cross-country ski equipment for $7 for
the weekend, with a $25 deposit. The
rental office is located in the SRC
building, Room 1020B which is east of
the ground level cafeteria. The equip¬
ment will be available by Dec. 12.
Bike House Vissner’s is one of many
ski rental shops in DuPage County. A
cross-country package is $8 per day
plus a $20 deposit. Bike House
Vissner’s is located at 124 West Park in
Elmhurst. Check the telephone directo¬
ry yellow pages under “Skiing Equip¬
ment — Retail and Rental” for others.
If skiing is not your cup of hot
chocolate, the Forest Preserves offer
other winter activities including snow
tubing, tobogganing, sledding, ice
skating and ice fishing.
THE BLACKWELL SNOW Tubing
Hill is open from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. on
Saturdays, Sundays and holidays after
Jan. 2.
Only district tubes are allowed on the
700-foot ride down Mount Hoy for
safety reasons. Tubes are rented for $1
each day at the site.
*
Elsen’s Hill offers sledding and
tobogganing. The hill is open during
the day and will have evening hours un¬
til 10 beginning Friday, December 16.
Bring your own toboggan or sled.

trail ticket and three two-hour classes.
Call Villa Olivia at 742-5200 for more
information.
Note that “holiday” rates include the
weekdays during Christmas vacation.
THE NEXT CLOSEST ski resorts
are Americana (the old Playboy Club)
and Majestic Hills, near Lake Geneva,
Wise. Both are well worth the two-hour
drive.
Americana is slightly more expen¬
sive, but offers a better-kept resort,
newer equipment, longer runs and more
atmosphere with its rustic lodge.
Lift tickets at Americana are $11
daily, $14 on weekends and holidays.
Rental equipment is $10 at all times.
AMERICANA IS LOCATED at the
junction of U.S. 12 and Wisconsin 50 in
Lake Geneva and lodging is available at
the hotel on the premises.
Americana offers 12 runs, the longest
being 2,000 feet. With three chairlifts
and two rope tows plan to stand in line,
but the moderate slopes are worth the
wait.
Call Americana Ski Resort at
414-248-8811 for more information.
MAJESTIC SKI AREA is on South
Shore Drive, eight miles southwest of
downtown Lake Geneva.
Majestic has six runs, the longest
measuring 1,400 feet with a 200-foot

for equipment.
Night skiing (4:30 to 11) is $8.50 for
lift tickets and $6.50 for rentals.
For more information on Majestic
call 414-248-6128.
WISCONSIN AND MICHIGAN
have many resorts for the more serious
skiers. Big Powderhorn, Caberfae,
Schuss, Boyne, Devil s Head and
Whitecap are some of the ski resorts in
the Midwest which provide more
challenge.
For information on ski clubs with trip
schedules, contact the Chicago Metro¬
politan Ski Council, P.O. Box 7926,
Chicago 60680 (346-1268), a governing
body for more than 80 ski clubs in
Illinois, Wisconsin and Indiana.
A weekend at a ski area can clear the
head, hopefully tone the body and give
a new perspective to winter.
A WINTER FULL of activities is
provided by the Forest Preserve
District of DuPage County’s 36
preserves.
Cross-country skiers can use any of
the preserves. However, marked trails
are located at Blackwell, Elsen’s Hill,
Fullersburg Woods, Greene Valley,
Herrick Lake and Waterfall Glen.
Herrick Lake’s Ski Concession is
open daily for equipment rental, ski
lessons and refreshments. For more
oo.

ICE SKATING AND ice fishing are
possible on any District waters, except
Salt Creek which does not always freeze
because of high pollution levels. The
District especially recommends Chur¬
chill Woods, Elsen’s Hill and Herrick
Lake for ice skating.
For both ice skating and ice fishing
the ice must be at least three inches
thick. District rangers post ice
condition signs to make skaters aware
of danger spots. A portion of Herrick
Lake and the pond at Elsen’s Hill are
plowed especially for skaters. Remem¬
ber that ponds and lakes freeze faster
and thicker than rivers.
Lake Ellyn, in Glen Ellyn, just north
of Glenbard West High School, has
always been a popular ice skating spot.
The Park District of Glen Ellyn keeps
the ice cleared of snow and a red or
green light on top of the boat house
indicates whether skating is allowed or
not. The boat house provides shelter
and warmth with a blazing fireplace
and concession stand offering hot
chocolate and snacks. Call the Recrea¬
tion Center at 858-2462 for ice
conditions.
ICE FISHERMEN CAN use port¬
able shelters on District waters as long
as the huts are removed when not in

Continued on page twelve

"Hey Bob, Where's the hat?"
By Ann Roper
“I want to have some adventure!”
Courier artist Bob Dvorak’s not
totally satisfied with his, thus far,
“normal life.”
“I want to do some big game
hunting,” he states. “I would like to
wrestle alligators. . . or see if I can live
inside a whale like that Bible guy did,”
he continues, half-jokingly.
According to Bob, the most exciting
times of his ordinary life were his
vacations in North Dakota, where he
grew up. Although he’s lived in
Lombard for the past five years, this
beer-lover usually spends his summers
in Dakota. He stays on farms and

ranches, working for his room and
board and doing anything from moving
furniture to mending fences.
“I remember one time when my
friends and I were camping,” the
modem cowboy recollects, “we woke up
in the morning and saw the horses
going crazy. There was a coyote, not
more than 20 yards away, just looking
at us. Then the dog we had with us
chased it through our camp, right past
us. It was really wild.”
Bob is also daring when it comes to
food. He’s eaten Buffalo, which he says
tastes like beef, and he’s even survived
a unique bird dish.
“My buddies and I went hunting one
weekend, and just for the hell of it, we
decided not to bring any food but to eat
whatever we shot. We ended up making
a stew out of sparrows and robins.”
He admits it tasted pretty bad but
squirrel gets old sifter a while.
Of course, now and then, Bob does
take time off from adventuring. In
addition to doing artwork for the
Courier and Courier Magazine, the
20-year-old art major attends CD
full-time and has a part-time job.
Bob will receive his associates of arts
degree at the end of this quarter and
then plans on working full-time until he
makes enough money to continue his
education.
“I’m not sure where I’ll go for my
junior year,” he revealed, “but it will
probably be some place close by and
cheap. I need to save a lot of money

— Bob Dvorak
because I want to finish up at the
Rhode Island School of Design. It’s an
excellent school and very expensive.”
What does Bob want to do with his
art?
“That’s the neat thing,” he enthusi¬
astically announces, “Art is so
diversified that you can do anything. I
like to go into commercial illustration. I
think I could get into book or
magazine illustrating. Besides, it’s
rather sexy at times and I enjoy it,” the
comic drawls, lightening the mood.
Right now, Bob tries his hand at a
bit of everything, including clay

molding and charcoal drawings. But his
favorite form of art is acrylic painting.
“Painting is therapy,” he declared.
“When I feel down or depressed about
something, I’ll paint it. And I swear it
erases my blues. That and drinking!”
he laughs.
A look at his walls shows how his
style has changed. The western scene is
dominant in his earlier drawings,
whereas his most recent work reflects
his moods in everyday life. One thing
has remained constant, however. Al¬
most all his subjects wear cowboy hats.
CM

Bob Dvorak and Eric Semelroth are CD artists. Both are
employed by the Courier as cartoonists and have displayed
their works in the Courier Magazine.
Each of them confess to drawing since they can remem¬
ber. Both graduates of Glenbard East High School and
residents of Lombard, Dvorak and Semelroth interestingly
have similar hair color and mustaches.
However, the similarities soon end. This is easily seen by
comparing the self-illustrations they did below.
No two men have had more artwork published or viewed
around CD as these two. CM is proud to carry their stories
on its pages.

'Sem' wants to go places
By Mark Pfeifer man
Eric Semelroth is a man with a vision.
“I guess that’s my biggest fear,” said Semelroth, “if no one remembers me when
I’m gone. If people remember “Sem,” that’ll be great.”
The award-winning artist is a Freshman in general studies at CD this year.
“Sem” is his pen name — the name he signs to his artwork.
“I started using the name “Sem” during my Sophomore year of high school,”
explained the Courier cartoonist. “Most people couldn’t pronounce Semelroth, so I
cut it off. Sem is my trademark. My friends call me Sem. It sets me apart from my
family.”
_
Semelroth is hoping the artwork his trademark adorns will set him apart from
others’ works. “For me to be successful,” he says, thinking of his long-term goals,
“I would have to become a professional cartoonist. I’d make lots of money and buy
land up north.” (Where he’d live with “myself, my motorcycle, my house and my
wife.”)
“I wouldn’t mind my name being synonomous with cartooning,” the 1983
Glenbard East graduate continued. “That may sound materialistic and egotistical,
but I want to get the things I want. We’ll see, I’ll try.”
And try, and try. Semelroth’s best quality is admittedly ambition. He’s been
drawing since he could hold a pencil. “At least that’s what my mom says. The
six-footer smiles. “My dad says my talent is inherited. My great uncle, Lennis
Broadfoot, illustrated a book.
“I think artistic talent is inherited to an extent,” Sem hypothesized, “then you
take it.7

‘

Semelroth has taken his cartooning talents and applied them to illustrating a
book due out this spring called Teenagers Themselves. Sem and other members of
the Glenbard East Echo staff were asked to produce the book by one of their
adviser’s friends, a publisher. The publication is a serious look at teenage life based
on teen attitudes of students surveyed across the country.
“I spent about two months out of the summer illustrating it, said Sem. I did
70 or so cartoons. I had to think them up, do the roughs and the finals. It was a
rush, but I feel good about it.”
... ,. _
He also feels good physically as a result of regular exercise, includi g
weightlifting. I believe in a “healthy mind, healthy body - that sort of thing.
^The^wlf^i^built male says that if someone took his drawing utensils away, the
only other job he could think of doing would be a defensive lineman on a footbaU
team. “Knocking over the quarterback — that’s got to be the funnest job of all
time.” He’s never played the sport however. His mother, a registered nurse,
wouldn’t let him.
,.
. ...
,_.
Scmelroth’s mom is equally as skeptical about his motorcycle nding, but the
cartoonist insists “There’s nothing better than just cruising. You re totally
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abThtm%io^LyteLdt0(“rd rather there be a forest than a street”) aiso erqoys
fishing, and camping in the summer and skiing and snowmobihng m the winter, if
“Sobered
long
thorn', something to do." th,
explains. “Eating, at restaurants in particular, is another one oi Sam

favorite

^Hte^tooning, however, is how he expresses himself best. “Sometimes I’m not
VeThrsecondeoldesta^four siblings (one sister) also confesses to liking attention.
“But I’d rather the artwork get the attention than me.
was string in the CD Sfeteria when the last entertainment issue (Coune*
Magazine) came out,” explained Semelroth. “I saw a guy pick it up, look at my
cartoonsTsndchuckle. It g'.vo mo . .«» of prido. I never fold hm, I d,d .horn o,
“Smooth the son of a Triton College English ptofeasor. feel, the viewer of art
is booking for substance. “If it doesn't strike a person emotionally and get his
’ T“e^f—t «“t«s is the problem with models, art. “I went to the
Art InsUtote last summer. It was terrible. There was a red plank against the wall

and it was titled “Red Plank.” Sem cringes.
“Art should communicate with a person, if it doesn t, it has failed. I guess it s
up to the individual. That’s why art is so hard to define.
“Like that sculpture,” he says, pointing at Rainbow Dancer just south of the
SRC, “it doesn’t say anything to me. Other people here seem to agree. It’s there,
taking up space. It does add color, but. . .
Semelroth staunchly believes that the freedom of the modem artist has gone to
the point of absurdity. It gives them (the artists) the freedom to be lousy. It s
getting harder to separate true art from crap. Most modem art,” he summarized,
“doesn’t have a purpose.”
. ,
Sem’s purpose in cartooning is to “try to say something with political or social
value. If its not a social or political statement, but I can make people laugh, it still
lifls value.”
,
The artist, who works part-time at Chicago Health Club, looks to Doonesbury s
Garry Trudeau and the New York Times’ A1 Hirschfeld as his role models. He
hopes to become a editorial or political cartoonist, working in journalism
Semelroth will take the next step towards that goal in the fall, when he 11
transfer to Northern Illinois University and sets his sights on a Bachelor of fine
Arts degree in illustration.
His faith that the bacculaureate will put him ahead in his field is not strong,
however. “I find the degree restricting. I feel I have the stuff right now. A degree
is something you show to someone to prove you can do something.
“Some people with degrees aren’t as good as those without and vice-versa,”
Semelroth continued. “Some people just don’t have the talent.”
Does Sem?
“By the time they finish,” the cartoonist suggests about this article, “the reader
should know I’m a serious artist.
CM
And they should.
_____—
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Mickey's Christmas Carol. .

The Rescuers. . .

An orphan girl named Penny has
been kidnapped — but the authorities
don’t know, and the adults don’t care.
It’s up to Bernard and Bianca,
members of a worldwide “mice squad”
called the Rescue Aid Society, to find
the missing girl. Bernard and Bianca’s
perilous journey is the subject of Walt
Disney Productions’ animated adven¬
ture The Rescuers.
Disney’s 19th feature-length animat¬
ed cartoon, The Rescuers, was first
released in 1977. It was an international
success, setting box office records from
Dusseldorf to Des Moines. The film
earned more than $40 million in rentals
worldwide, making it the most
successful first release of a Disney
cartoon (a record which was later
surpassed by The Fox and the Hound
in 1981).
Based on two popular children’s
novels by Margery Sharp, The Rescuers
is a roller coaster ride of fun and
excitement as the two mice, with the
aid of an airsick albatross, a determined
dragonfly named Evinrude and a clan
of moonshine-making swamp critters,
travel from the heights of Manhattan to
the depths of Devil’s Bayou in search of
the missing girl.
The Rescuers features an outstanding

musical score which includes the
Academy Award nominated song,
Someone’s Waiting For You with music
by legendary tunesmith Sammy Fain
and lyrics by Carol Connors and Ayn
Robbins.
A talented ensemble of vocal talent
inspired the Disney animators to create
the voice of Bernard, the shy, but sly
janitor who rises to the occasion.
Lovely Eva Gabor lends her charm and
personality to the adventuresome Miss
Bianca. Critically acclaimed stage and
screen actress Geraldine Page is
wickedly funny as a gem-grabbing
kidnapper named Madame Medusa
while the late Joe Flynn speaks for her
clumsy conspirator, Mr. Snoops. Veter
an radio star Jim Jordan, country’
comic Pat Buttram and character
actors John Mclntire and Jeanette
Nolan also lend their voices to the
proceedings.
Under the supervision of Veteran
producer/director
Wolfgang Reitherman, The Rescuers signaled a changing
of the guard for Disney animators. The
film was the final credit for most of
Walt Disney’s hand-picked original nine
man team (“The Nine Old Men”) and
marked the debut of some outstanding
new talent.
CM

Search for the Mother Lode.
Mickey Mouse is full of the Dickens — Charles Dickens, that is — as he returns
to the motion picture screen for the first time in 30 years as Bob Cratchit, the
overworked, underpaid employee of Ebenezer Scrooge in Walt Disney Pictures’
new animated featurette, Mickey’s Christmas Carol.
Mickey, who was last seen in The Simple Things, a 1953 cartoon short, has been
lured back to the screen by one of the classics in literature.
Joining the legendary cartoon mouse are a host of other Disney favorites
including Donald Duck, Jiminy Cricket, Goofy, Minnie Mouse and Daisy Duck.
Clarabelle Cow, Horace Horsecollar, Ratty and Moley (from The Wind in the
Willows) are featured cameos.
Scrooge McDuck, whose only other cartoon credit is a 1967 theatrical short
called Scrooge McDuck and Money, co-stars as Ebenezer Scrooge, a dyspeptic sort
of duck who would rather count his money than his blessings. Goofy appears, or
rather disappears, as a clumsy version of Marley’s Ghost, while Jiminy Cricket,
Willie the Giant (from Mickey and the Beanstalk) and Pete (Mickey’s old
adversary) give spirited performances as the Ghosts of Christmas Past, Present
and Future.
The idea for Mickey’s Christmas Carol was inspired by a 1974 Disney record
album of the same name. Animation storyman Bumy Mattinson thought it would
make a great short subject and made a presentation to Disney President and Chief
Executive Officer, Ron Miller. Miller okayed the project and Mattinson was set to
produce and direct. Animation began in May, 1981.
For the talented team of young animators working on the project, most of whom
weren’t even born when Mickey stopped making shorts in 1953, Mickey’s
Christmas Carol was a labor of love. Typical of the group is 25-year-old Mark Henn
who animated most of the major sequences involving Mickey. Henn had always
wanted to draw the mouse and considers his work on Mickey’s Christmas Carol his
biggest challenge yet.
One of the most difficult tasks in bringing back such favorite characters as
Mickey and Goofy was finding the right voices. In the case of Donald Duck there
was no problem. At the age of 79, Clarence “Ducky” Nash still does Donald better
than anyone. He’s been Donald’s official voice for 49 years beginning with the
irascible duck’s screen debut in The Wise Little Hen (1934).
Mickey’s voice was quite a different matter. Walt Disney himself provided
Mickey’s familiar falsetto in the early years beginning with Steamboat Willie.
Sound effects wizard Jimmy Macdonald picked up where Walt left off in 1947 and
continued until his recent retirement. Macdonald’s protege, Wayne Allwine, now
carries on the traditin with his debut on Mickey’s Christmas Carol.
Veteran actor Alan Young, best remembered for his long-running role as Wilbur
Post on the popular Mr. Ed. TV series is the voice of the miserly Scrooge. Young,
by the way, co-wrote the record album version of Mickey’s Christmas Carol (along
with Alan Dinehart) and did several other voices as well.
Will Ryan had double duties as the voices of Pete and Willie the Giant. Hal
Smith does Goofy and Eddy Carroll is Jiminy Cricket.
In color by Technicolor, Mickey’s Christmas Carol was produced and directed by
Bumy Mattinson. The music was composed and conducted by Irwin Kostal. CM

By

Scott Tomkowiak

Search for the Mother Lode can be described mostly as a 3-D film — dark,
dreary, and dirty. Dark in a sense that much of the film’s outdoor scenes appear to
have been photographed at dawn and dusk. And since a great deal of action occurs
in an old dingy gold mine, you can consider this flick to be the dirtiest of the year.
In fact, there hasn’t been so much grime and mud put on the screen since Sean
Connery and Natalie Wood slopped their way through the final 20 minutes of
Meteor several years back.
An alter ego to this picture exists: the on-location footage of Canada’s British
Colombia province. Perhaps it would have been a more enjoyable film if the
wilderness surroundings were better stressed.
As it turned out, Search for the Mother Lode is, a story about two people who
attempt to look for their missing geologist friend in the mountainous terrain of
northwest Canada. In order to travel through the dangerous region, Jean DuPre
(Nick Mancuso) mortgages his home and purchases a second-hand float-plane that
looks like it’s been through World War II.
Andrea Spaulding comes along for the ride being played by Kim Basinger.
Basinger’s role here completely paradoxes her other performance in the James
Bond adventure, Never Say Never Again. Where her part in Never Say Never was
dynamic and attention-grabbing, she has relatively little to do in this movie.
DuPre’s plane crashes on a lake that is nearby the lost mine where the geologist
is believed to be. Both Spaulding and DuPre barely escape with their lives as the
broken plane sinks below water level.
After setting up camp, the two commence their search. They stumble upon a
rickety shack that looks like it woulf fly to pieces during a windstorm. Inside, they
meet a craggly old prospector named Silas McGee (Charlton Heston), who has
been working his silver mine for over 30 years with little success. Heston’s McGee
character tries to be arrogant and pleasant at the same time to his visitors, but
really isn’t very convincing.
The Scottish accent learned by Heston is not one that James Doohan of Star
Trek would be proud of.
Eventually, McGee takes DuPre and Spaulding on a tour of his mine. The
prospector explains he had never heard of or met their geologist colleague and was
unaware of a plane that the scientist used for his expeditions. DuPre is skeptical.
He believes that the old Scotsman is lying not only about his friend, but also
concerning the silver mine. He strongly feels a mother lode exists, or a rich vein of
undiscovered gold hidden somewhere in the area and concludes that the scientist
had indeed found the precious metal.
Two bits of evidence turn up. First, a golden nugget found in an underwater
cavern, and second, the discovery of a wing from a crashed aircraft. With this
information, DuPre concludes that McGee is responsible for his friend’s
disappearance and perhaps he could be next.
This movie makes a strong attempt to build up suspense and provide
excitement, but falls just a trifle short. Moreover, the film’s conclusion fails to
deliver a'decent ending, making the audience wonder, “Is that all?”
CM

Spoof...
by Steve Milano
Recently, a horde of rip-off, “lookalike” movies have come 'out of
Hollywood trying to cash in on their
original successes. In an effort to warn
consumers about these often-disap¬
pointing, usually unauthorized re¬
makes, a list and description of some of
the worst of these films has been
prepared.
Kramden vs. Kramden: Despite the
title, the story centers around the
misadventures of Ed Norton. Norton is
mistaken for prize-fighter Ken Norton
and must face “Marvelous" Marvin
Hagler.in a heavy-weight title bout.
The film fails for the obvious reason
that no one would ever mistake Art
Carney for Ken Norton. Carney is much
shorter.
Return of Jed: Buddy Ebsen
re-creates the role he made famous as
the head of the Clampetts, as he and his
family fight off an invasion from outer
space. The film is completely unadven¬
turous and is loaded with typical
Beverly Hillbillies’ gags, e.g., Granny
chasing aliens out of the house with a
broom, Jethro falling in love with a tree
stump, etc.
An Officer and a Few Good Men:
John Wayne makes a surprising
comeback in this army propaganda
movie about the invasion of Grenada.
The film tries to justify the expedition
by explaining that army regulars
needed a new place to surf.
“This beach ain’t big enough for the
both of us,” Wayne tells Navy ho-dads
stationed at Malibu, and the search for
the perfect wave is on.
SUNDAY

MONDAY

Palace Cinema

TUESDAY

Streisand's Yenti.
“Nothing’s impossible,” Yenti de¬
clares. And now that she has become
the first woman in the history of motion
pictures to produce, direct, write and
perform a film’s title role, Barbara
Streisand agrees.
“In 1968, I had just finished Funny
Girl when I read a short story by Isaac
Bashevis Singer, Yenti, The Yeshiva
Boy,” Streisand recalls. “I was
absolutely captivated and enchanted by
it. I called my agent and told him I just
found my next film.”
Now, fifteen years and eleven movies
later, Barbara Streisand’s next film is
finally United Artists’ Yenti, a
My Dinner With Andy: Sheriff
Taylor and William F. Buckley, Jr.
discuss foreign policy, the American
education system, Opey’s drug addic¬
tion, and the Bears’ chances for a wild
card sport.
Rocky IV: Rocky is on the run from
foreign agents in this standard spy
movie. The film is complicated by the
romance of the two secret agents, Boris
and Natassia. At the film’s conclusion,
the two must make the decision of
whether or not to defect to America
when the final order comes down from
the “Fearless Leader” — “Comrades,
get Moose and Squirrel!”
Flash-in-the-Pan-Dance: Another
Fame type show featuring gangs of
latent homosexuals in tights with no
values who’ve “Got to dance!” This
new genre of film seems intent on
destroying everything Rogers And
Hart worked for.
CM
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The Palace Cinema offers DuPage County residents
a movie-going altematiye. No longer does one have to
go all the way downtown to see classic movies.

romantic drama with music about a
courageous young woman who discov¬
ers that in matters of the heart and
mind, nothing’s impossible.
“Nobody wanted to make this film,”
Streisand insists. But despite the years
of discouragement from agents and
studio executives, Streisand pursued
her interest in the project. Although her
original interest was simply to act in it,
she soon began to contemplate the
challenge of directing the film herself.
“I wanted to direct, but I was also very
frightened,” she admits. “It was
considered a very risky project at the
time.”
Although her film career proceeded
with such films as Hello Dolly, On A
Clear Day, You Can See Forever, The
Way We Were, The Main Event and A
Star is Born, Streisand could not forget
Yenti.

Streisand and the character she
portrays is the influence that each of
their fathers has in the pursuit of their
dreams. In Yenti, a respected Jewish
scholar portrayed by Nehemiah Persoff
inspires his daughter to abandon the
traditions of the time and pursue an
education. “I dedicated this film to my
father, who was also a teacher and a
scholar, but died when I was only
fifteen months old,” explains Streisand.
“I suppose this film gave me the chance
to have the father I had only
imagined.
~ "Now that the making of Yenti is
over, I realize how obsessed I was with
it,” she continues. “It was my life for
five years, my dream. It started out as
a poem to my father and I felt him
telling me to go ahead and make this
film. . . to take the chance. Like Yenti
says, ‘Nothing's impossible’.”

Barbra Streisand

Streisand as Yenti

“I had the images in my head and I
wanted to see them on film,” explains
Streisand. “I also wanted to stretch
myself as an artist. I was ready to take
on more responsibility and direct. The
older I get, the more I realize you have
to take chances. Or, to coin an old
phrase, nothing ventured, nothing
gained.”
Like Yenti, a young woman who
ventures into a world open only to men,
Streisand encountered problems secur¬
ing studio interest in her as a director.
“I was attempting to do what is
considered a man's job,” she continues.
“I was fighting for the opportunity to
be respected in a man's world and yet
at the same time, trying to maintain
my femininity. Perhaps being an
actress, I was not viewed as being
responsible for money. For many years,
no one was willing to take the gamble.”
Co-producer Rusty Lemorande re¬
members, “The more difficult things be¬
came, the more rejections she encoun¬
tered in setting up the picture, the more
tenacious Streisand became.”
“While I was attempting to get this
project off the ground, there were
people who thought I was getting in
over my head,” she recalls. “They
would say,-‘Streisand should sing and
act, but nothing more,\or ‘Streisand
should act and produce but never
direct.’ What they didn’t realize is that
in order to grow, personally and
professionally, I had to stretch. Like
Yenti, I was ready for more.”
Yet another similarity betwegn

Yenti opens tonight at a host of local
theatres.
CM

Ptitt. . .

Plitt Theatres has announced a new
concept for its 22-state theatre circuit
with the introduction of its Limited
Edition Entertainment Passbook. Ef¬
fective immediately at over 550 Plitt
Theatre screens, movie-goers will be
offered the exclusive opportunity to
save up to 48 percent on the cost of
first run motion pictures, popcorn and
soft drinks from the Coca-Cola
Company.
Plitt’s Limited Edition Entertain¬
ment Passbook is a complete movie
package containing five admission
tickets, good for any showing.
Five additional tickets are redeem¬
able for five, 14-ounce Coca-Cola soft
drinks and five, 46-ounce boxes of
popcorn. That’s a $34.25 retail value
which was slashed to just $17.50 with
the introduction of the Entertainment
Passbook. The Plitt Entertainment
Passbook is now on sale at all Plitt
Theatre locations through December 24,
1983. The Passbook itself will be
honored at all Plitt Theatre screens
from Christmas Day through May 24,
1984.
For those desiring to charge by
phone using Visa or Mastercard, phone
orders will be accepted by Ticketmaster
on a nationwide basis. Charge orders
for the Chicagoland area are being
accepted at 559-1212. Other areas call
toll-free, 1-800-548-4000.CM
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A Child's Christmas
/«> \,

Telethon
United Cerebral Palsy of
Greater Chicago is pleased to
announce that its annual
national network Weekend
with the Stars Telethon will be
held the January 14-15,. 1984
weekend on Channel 7.
The 1914 hour show will be
broadcast locally from the
stage of Medinah Temple at
600 North Wabash Avenue,
Chicago.
Dick Johnson, WLS-TV’s
6:00 p.m. anchorman, will
co-host the 1984 telethon with
Sandi Freeman (former host of
AM Chicago; now host of
“Freeman Reports” on Cable
News Network out of New
York).
Celebrity co-chairmen are
two of Chicago’s best-known
personalities, Lee Phillip of
WBBM-TV and newspaper
columnist, Irv Kupcinet.
John Ritter will host from
Hollywood; Paul Anka from
New York.
Anyone who would like to
help handle phone pledges
during the telethon may call
922-2238 for a registration
card.
Those interested in taking
part in the College Division’s
fund-raising activities may call
922-2245.
CM

Apollo Chorus Messiah
It’s been a holiday tradition in
Chicago for 104 years — the Apollo
Chorus performance of Handel’s Messi¬
ah. This year marks the 200-voice
chorus 155 and 156th consecutive
performances of George Frederick
Handel’s magnificent oratorio since
Apollo was formed in 1872. Performanc¬
es will be held Tuesday and Wednesday,
December 13 and 14, at 8:00 p.m. iii
Orchestra Hall. Tickets range in price
from $4.50 to $9.50. For ticket
information, call the Apollo Chorus
ticket manager at 960-2251.
Apollo has been a part of Chicago’s
cultural life since the year after the
Great Chicago Fire, participating in
many events of historical significance
to Chicago: the dedication of the
Auditorium Theater in 1889; the
Columbian Exposition in 1893; the
dedication of Orchestra Hall in 1904,
Medina Temple in 1915, and Navy Pier
in 1916, and the Century of Progress in
1933-34.__^
CM
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Two special performances of the Dylan Thomas
holiday classic, A Child’s Christmas in Wales, will be
presented at 8 pm December 12 and 13 at the
University of Chicago’s Court Theatre, 5535 South
Ellis Ave.
Nicholas RudaU, Court’s Artistic Director and a
native of Wales, will read the short story.
A Child’s Christmas in Wales is a young man’s
nostalgic recollection of the Christmas of his
childhood. Although it is a prose work, the story is
filled with the rich, earthy language that distinguishes
Thomas’s poetry.
Tickets are now on safe to Court subscribers and to
the general public. Tickets are $7; $5 for students,
senior citizens and Court subscribers.
Reservations may be made by calling the box office
at 753-4472. Visa, Mastercard, and American Express
are accepted.

Date Change for Glenn Miller
The December 17 appearance by the Glenn
Miller Orchestra at the Paramount Arts
Centre in Aurora has been postponed. The Paramount
Arts Centre was contacted by the orchestra’s
managers and informed that, due to an undetected
schedule conflict, the performance would have to be
rescheduled to Saturday, February 18, 1984, ay 8:00
p.m. The Paramount Arts Centre wishes to assure all
ticket holders that their December-dated tickets will
be honored on February 18, and regrets any
inconvenience this postponement may have caused.
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Night Light
Comedy, music, and dance
will spice the holiday season in
Christmas MCMLXXXIII: the
Sequel at Night Light, 4023
W. Irving Park Road, Friday
and
Saturday
evenings,
through December 17. The
Night Light Players will
provide the comedy, folksinger-guitarist Gary Rand the
music, and Mehol Dance
Theatre the dance.
All performances begin at
8:30 p.m. with doors opening
one-half hour earlier. Admis¬
sion is $3 Friday nights and $4
Saturdays. For ticket informa¬
tion, please call 777-7373. CM

Shakespeare at Court
One of William Shake¬
speare’s most beguiling plays
of romance and enchantment,
A Midsummer Night’s Dream,
will be presented at the
University of Chicago’s Court
Theatre, 5535 S. Ellis Avenue,'
through Dec. 18.
The production of the lyrical
Shakespearean comedy, to be
directed by Court’s Artistic
Director Nicholas Rudall, will
emphasize both the romantic
and magical elements of the
play.
The regular weekly perfor-
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mance schedule will be Wed¬
nesdays through Saturdays at
8 pm and Sundays at 2:30 and
7:30 pm.
Single tickets are $13 for
Saturday evenings, $11 for
Friday evenings, and $10 for
all other performances. Pre¬
views tickets are $7. Students
and senior citizens receive a $2
discount. Groups are entitled
to additional discounts.
Tickets can be ordered
through the box office, 7534472. Visa, Mastercard, and
American Express are accept¬
ed.

Peace
On fcartH
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Singing Groups in Concert

Comic Book
Illustrate Shown
Nelson, Nelson and Russick: Fine
Artists Do Comic Books is the title of
the current art display in the College of
DuPage Gallery which will continue
until Dec. 18.
The show will highlight a variety of
prints dealing with medieval settings,
space-age knights and animated dino¬
saurs. This collection of complex
images describes fantastic landscapes,
beings, and situations uniquely in a
comic book format.
Robert Nelson has studied at New
York University and the School of the
Art Institute and is internationally
known for his unusual print images.
Mark Nelson received his MFA at the
University of Michigan and is currently
teaching printmaking at Northern
Illinois University. Mike Russick has
studied at Northern Illinois University
and has shown his work extensively in
the area.
Gallery hours are Monday through
Thursday, noon to 3 p.m.; Sunday, 1 to
4 p.m.; and in conjunction with
Performing Arts events. Gallery tours
are available to the community and
college. Call 858-2800, ext. 2036, to
make an appointment.
The Gallery is located in Room 137 of
Building M on the Glen Ellyn campus.

The Chamber Singers and Concert
Choir, two of the four choral ensembles
at College of DuPage, will present a
joint concert at 4 p.m. Sunday, Dec. 11,
in the Building M Performing Arts
Center.
The Chamber Singers, under Lee
Kesselman’s direction, will perform a
group of madrigals and sacred motets.
The Concert Choir, directed by Harold
Bauer, will perform some well known
Mendelssohn oratorio choruses. Both
choirs have also chosen a selection of
music for the Christmas season.
Students and residents from 16 west
suburban communities comprise the
membership of the two organizations.
Accompanists for the program are
William Shepard and Barbara Geis.
There is no admission charge for the
concert.

CD to Sell Theatre Tickets
Tickets for the March 3, 1984,
performance of the musical Woman of
the Year starring Lauren Bacall and
Harry Guardino in Arie Crown Theatre,
Chicago, may be purchased from the
College of DuPage Box Office.
Tickets will be $20 each for front
balcony seating only. They will go on
sale Jan. 4.
For further information, call the Box
Office at 858-2800, ext. 2241.

Three Film Courses Offered
College of DuPage has scheduled
English HOE, Film as Literature, in
Downers Grove, Hinsdale and Glen
Ellyn this winter. Each class will focus
on a different theme.
Mystery Films of the 40’s, including
“Double Indemnity” and “The Post¬
man Always Rings Twice,” is the
theme of the Film as Literature class
scheduled to meet Monday evenings
with Allan Carter and Joe Barillari at
Downers Grove South High School.
Additional films to be viewed and
discussed are The Day the Earth Stood
Still, The Grapes of Wrath, and
Chinatown, made in 1974.
Buried Treasure: Little Seen Films
from Little Known Books, will be
offered at Hinsdale Central High School
Thursday evenings. Instructor Ed
Bulak will emphasize smaller, more
human and less commercial films. Films
to be viewed include Inside Moves,
Tender Mercies and The Idol Maker.
The section on Thursday evenings at
Glenbard West High School will focus
on Film as a Popular Art Form.
Instructor John Mostacci will include
some of the most successful films ever
made in terms of audience response.
Wizard of Oz, Casablanca, The
Godfather, and Diva, the most widely
seen foreign film in United States
history. The elements which contribute
to their success will be considered.
For further information, call the
southwest regional office at 963-8090.

and KEN by MATTEL

Nutcracker

;

The acclaimed Milwaukee Ballet brings The Nutcracker to the Paramount Arts'
Centre for their only Chicagoland engagement on December 10 & 11. The timeless,
classic tale of Clara and the Nutcracker, the Sugar Plum Fairy and the Mouse,
King has been known to captivate audiences of all ages with its full complement of
costumes, sets, and orchestra. To make reservations for one of the weekend shows,;
call (312) 866-6666.
CM ’

Different style
undershirts and
shorts.

WELL GIFT WRAP
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Winterfun

Continued from page five

Palace Cinema

use. A valid Illinois fishing license is
required of all fishermen 16 to 66 years
old.
The only forest preserve that allows
snowmobiling is Pratt’s Wayne Woods
in Wayne. An annual permit is required
and snowmobiling is restricted to
designated areas.
All DuPage Forest Preserves are
open daily from one hour after sunrise
until one hour after sunset. District
maintenance personnel keep parking
lots clear of snow. However, if snowfall
becomes excessive, the lots at Blackwell, Elsen’s Hill, Herrick Lake and
Waterfall Glen will receive top priority.
FOR MORE INFORMATION on
DuPage Forest Preserves’ activities cell
the Winter Line at 790-1558 or the
District Public Information Office at.
790-4909.
CM

If you haven’t

Downers Grove, 963-5010
'’Classic films are forever new”

read it by
now.

Bob Dvorak,

continued tm™
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LAURA
Gene Tierney
Dec. 9—10
Fri. 7 & 9
Sat. 3,5,7,9
THE GANG’S ALL HERE
Benny Goodman & Orchestra
Carmen Miranda
Dec. 11 — 13
Sun. 2:30,4:45, 7, 9:15
Mon. & Tues. 7:30
THE HUSTLER
Paul Newman
Dec. 14—17, Wed. 2 & 7:30
Thurs. 7:30, Fri. 7 & 9:30
Sat. 3:30, 6:30, 9:30
CAN CAN
Music by Cole Porter
Dec. 18—20, Sun. 2,4:30, 7, 9:30
Mon. & Tues. 7 & 9:30

NEWSREELS & CARTOONS
SI.75

Courier Art Editor

Ah! That special season is here again, it’s everywhere you go. Stores sport
seasonal glitter and special sales. Everyone wears a cheerful smile. Unruly drivers
suddenly become courteous. Children find it less difficult to mind their parents.
Holiday trimmings adorn streets and houses. Rudolph and Frosty make numerous
TV appearances and people gaze at the night skies searching for that certain star.
Yes, Christmas is here.
It’s Christmas of 1983, but I can still clearly remember the Christmas of 10
years ago. Actually, Christmas is always the same, isn’t it? It never changed for
me until. . . well,until I “grew up”
I remember feeling happy as I watched a nasty blizzard which could extend a
weekend or shorten a school week. (Felt happy, before I learned how to drive.) I
remember sliding into a warm bed early (this was before I met Jim Beam) with
visions of a heavy-set fellow in a red suit slipping around on the roof of our small
farmhouse. I remember being awakened on Christmas day to the sounds of “Sing
along with Mitch.” (Before I was introduced to the Rolling Stones.) And I
remember the great excitement I experienced when I saw my name on a tag that
was stuck to a colorful package under the Christmas tree. (Well, I thought it was
exciting until I found out women weren’t men.)
People say Christmas is for kids, but I think it’s special for people of all ages.
Nat King Cole must have thought the same when he sang “. . . and so I’m offering
this special phrase to kids from 1 to 92 . . .Merry Christmas.”
Although we all undergo a change at Christmas time, I think children are the
most interesting to observe. Even before the holiday season, the most obnoxious of
sticky-faced brats will experience a metamorphasis and become “a little angel.”
The more remarkable-concept of this change is the fact that kids don’t “reform”
just to reap the rewards found under the Christmas tree. They don’t have a choice,
they’re engulfed by the Christmas spirit, that amazing essence which can
transform any 20th century Scrooge into the Pope. Call it guilty consciences or call
it the face of God, but we’ve all witnessed the transformation.
The “Perfect Society” is never-ending Christmas. . . am I lying to anybody?
Thank God for this “Christmas Spirit,” this wonderful force of brotherly love.
Wouldn’t the holiday season be an overly-frustrating time with its long lines,
congested traffic and money quarrels? I think the Spirit has saved more than a few
broken heads.
Even with the international traditions and the Christian celebration of the birth
of Christ, Christmas can be lonely and depressing, a time of reflection for all. When
I feel a bit bluesy during the holidays, as I’m sure many do, I think back, about
2,000 years or so, to when a great man was born, a man who gave us love and that
amazing force. . . Christmas Spirit.
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An editor's farewell
Well, the time has come. My year and a half with the Courier and the Courier
Magazine has ended.
I leave tired, but smiling. Despite a bachelors degree beforehand, I never
wrote a journalistic sentence before I came to College of DuPage. I never edited,
either. I never pasted-up, never organized an office, never helped start a new
organization.
In my brief time here, I have done all those things. But it won’t be those
things I’ll remember first when I think of my positions here in the crumbling
old Barn that serves the student publications. It will be the people I’ve met.
Corny, but true.
• An adviser who was never quick to criticize, always supportive and never
too skeptical when I screwed up.
• A coeditor who’s smile and friendship I hope will never dim.
• An art editor and photo editor who always have a good word (if they
speak) and an undying sense of humor.
• The various editors — one for his witt, one for his persistance and
dedication, one for her warmth and good will, one for her enormous talent which
only she doesn’t realize and one for her ability to take a little teasing.
• And all the other staff, students, classified employees, faculty and
administrators who have made my life a little bit richer.
To all of the above, I owe much more than a big thank-you. Let’s fact it, all
and all, its been really, um, well, "cool.”
It seems that every retiring “journalist” or TV newscaster has been quoting
the last Mary Tyler Moore show as they leave.
In this case, “Its a long way to Tipperarie” doesn’t seem to fit.
So, instead, after my last Courier-related all-nighter and minutes before
deadline, I’ll say —
Old staffers never die, they just get elected to the Board of Trustees.
Good Luck to you all!
Take it easy,

Mark Pfeffennan
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